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ABSTRACT
The strongly driven two level atom exhibits a transition at the Rabi frequency 
when it has a permanent dipole moment. In this circumstance, a z polarised field can 
interact with this transition, the Rabi transition. In chapter 1, the basic concepts are 
introduced, and the geometrical model of the two level atom is used to motivate the 
study of the Rabi transition.
In Chapter 2, a fully quantum mechanical calculation is performed to model 
the situation when a strong z polarised pump field interacts with the Rabi transition. It 
is found that the situation can be modelled by employing the doubly dressed states, a 
natural extension to the singly dressed states. The new probe beam absorption 
resonances that then arise (both at the driven Rabi transition, and at the original 
transition) are seen to be due to transitions between the doubly dressed states.
The calculation is refined in chapter 3. The semiclassical calculation is 
performed, which provides a more accurate solution than the one presented in chapter 
2. Solutions for both z polarised and x polarised probe beams are produced, and the 
spectral features are explained in terms of the doubly dressed states. Higher order 
interactions then become evident, at the Rabi of the Rabi transition for instance. The 
origin of these interactions is discussed, as well as further refinements to the 
theoretical basis of the theoretical framework, including introducing the possibility of 
triply, quadruply and further dressed states.
In Chapter 4, the experimental results that examine the Rabi transition are 
presented, and compared with theoretical predictions. There is excellent agreement 
with the theoretical treatment. Higher order interactions are examined, as well as a 
novel triply driven Two Level Atom and it shown that triply dressed states can be 
used to explain these results.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the ideas that are central to this thesis. Firstly, the commonly used 
two level atom model [1] is explained, with some remarks on the spectroscopic methods used 
to probe this simple theoretical model. The two level atom can also be represented using 
the so called vector model, and this model will be used to demonstrate the existence of a 
new resonance, the Rabi resonance. The relation of this resonance with systems that have a 
permanent dipole moment is developed. The dressed state analysis is presented which provides 
the theoretical backbone of this thesis as well as an elegant explanation for the emergence of 
the Rabi resonance.
1.1 The Two Level Atom
The two level atom (henceforth referred to as the TLA) is the most fundamental system in the 
study of how light interacts with matter. Most of the important concepts in quantum optics 
can be understood in terms of this simple model. The “matter” in this approximation becomes 
an atom with only two energy levels, the ground state |g) with energy 0 and the excited state 
\e) with energy hojQ. The radiation that is coupled to this simple quantum system can be either 
a classical field (the semiclassical regime) or a fully quantum mechanical one. The coupling is 
assumed to be via the familiar dipole interaction.
The solutions of this system provide a powerful explanation for many phenomena in modern 
quantum optics and in particular spectroscopy, with notable examples including the Mollow
4
Sanipte
SAMPLE
Resonance Fluorescence
RESONANCE AUTLER-TO WNES
FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM
Figure 1-1: Diagramatic representations of the Resonance Fluorescence (left) and Autler- 
Townes (or Mollow) absorption spectra (right).
spectrum [3]-[4], Resonance Fluorescence [6]-[8] and the Autler-Townes Spectra [2]. All of these 
spectroscopic techniques involve driving the TLA with a strong pump field, and then observing 
the spectral characteristics of the fluorescence (Resonance Fluorescence) or the effect on the 
absorption spectrum of a weak probe field coupled to either the driven transition itself (Mollow 
spectrum), or to a third, weakly coupled transition (Autler Townes Spectroscopy).
The spectra obtained from these methods give valuable insight into the dynamics of the 
driven atom, including the populations of the atomic levels, the energy level scheme of the 
combined ‘atom-f field’ system, and so on. A schematic representation of the two methods is 
shown in Fig 1-1. In the resonance fluorescence case , the photodetector conventionally observes 
fluorescence photons emitted at right angles to the incident pump field, and in the absorption 
case, the detector counts probe field photons. Note that these two methods do not in principle 
provide different information (in fact are very similar in the mathematical details) so the choice 
of which spectroscopic method is used is one of experimental convenience. In this thesis, it is 
the probe absorption spectrum that is the experimentally verifiable one, so much more emphasis 
is placed on it.
Obviously, a real system has many more energy levels that just the two considered in this 
simplified system, however the effects of these extra transitions can be ignored if the strong 
field is nearly resonant with the transition in question. Under these quasi-resonant conditions,
5
the TLA model provides excellent results, with the benefits of the system being mathematically
with is remarkable in its closeness to the ideal two level atom scenario, and provides excellent 
agreement with the theoretical predictions of the TLA.
1.2 T h e D ressed  S ta te  F orm alism
The results of all of the above spectroscopic techniques can be nicely explained using the elegant 
dressed state formalism. The dressed states are the Eigenstates of the fully quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonian that describes the driven two level system [9]-[12] (for the semiclassical treatment, 
see [13]-[15]). In this circumstance, the light is modelled as a fully quantum mechanical 
superposition of Fock states |n), characterised by photon number n. The dressed states are a 
central theme of this thesis, and in particular a natural progression of them, the doubly dressed 
states are used to explain the phenomena examined in this thesis.
1.2.1 T h e fu lly  qu antu m  m echanica l atom -ligh t in teraction
To start with, the atom is considered to be a simple TLA and the light will be modelled quantum 
mechanically. Under these circumstances, the Hamiltonian for the system becomes
where the components of the Hamiltonian include the bare atom and the “bare” field Hamil­
tonians
where lüq represents the TLA interaction frequency, uq is the frequency of the light and a
simple and intuitive in its properties. In fact the experimental system that this thesis deals
7do — Id-A T Td-F T Id-AF
(1.1a)
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and aJ are the annihilation and creation operators for the light field. The third term H af is 
the dipole interaction for this system
(1.2)
with the definitions
9 2he0V
a . + |e> ( g \
Is) (el<T
where ~e gives the polarisation vector of the applied field, and d eg is the dipole moment of 
the system. Implicit in this is the assumption that the size of the atom is such that the spatial 
variation of the field is negligible over the atomic area.
1.2.2 The Quantum mechanical Rotating Wave approximation
To proceed, a well known and fundamental approximation known as the rotating wave approx­
imation (RWA) needs to be applied. The interaction term H af can be broken up into a 
resonant (energy conserving, Hr) and an anti-resonant (non energy conserving, Har) term
Equation 1.3a refers to a process where the atom goes from the ground state to the excited 
state coupled with a loss of a photon from the field (and vice versa). These terms are physically 
significant for a near resonant driving field, and remain. However, 1.36 represents processes 
such as the absorption of a photon at the same time that the TLA goes from the excited to 
the ground state. These terms are discarded as they are not energy conserving, and won’t be
HAF —  H-r T  Har
(1.3a)
(1.3b)
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significant. These terms do in fact have an impact (the well known Bloch-Siegert shift [16]) 
which will be examined within the context of this thesis in chapter 3.
Finally then, after the RWA has been taken, the form of the Hamiltonian becomes
Ho — hujQ |e) (e| + hcui -g + hg ^a<j+ +  (1.4)
and it is this Hamiltonian that is diagonalised by the dressed states.
1.2.3 T he D ressed  S ta te  B asis
The Hamiltonian 1.4 can be written in terms of the basis states
|e, n) = \e) <g) |n)
19,n) =  l#>®l™>
It is noted that, in this basis, equation 1.4 can be written as the infinite sum of separate 
energy level doublet manifolds
n—\
where
Hn — h (^>\e,n -  1) (e,n -  1| +  ^  (1.6)
+ hgy /n ( \e ,n -  1) (g,n\ +  |g,n) ( e , n -  1|)
where <5 =  a;o — is the detuning of the light field from the atomic resonance, and the 
identity operator In is given by
In = |e, n -  1) (e, n -  1| +  |g, n) (g, n\
8
so the Hamiltonian manifolds now form a closed system which is easily diagonalised by the
so called dressed states
|l ,n ) =  cos9n |e, n — 1) + sin#n |g, n)
12, n) =  — sin6n |e ,n  — 1) +  cos6n |g,n)
The following definitions have been used
cos 26 n = -  ~ , sin 2 6n = ^
a  L j i  a  l j i
where the positive quantum mechanical Rabi frequency is defined Xn — \ ~ a n d  the 
generalised Rabi frequency 12^  = <52 +  Xn• Note that the angle 9 can take values from 0 to 
The Rabi frequency thus characterises the strength of the interaction of the applied field with 
the TLA, and the generalised Rabi frequency characterises the energy level splitting of the new 
levels. The new eigenlevels of the system (and hence the energy levels) are
A final assumption that simplifies the above is that the radiation field is very strong n 1, 
implying that Qn äj S2n_i so the dependence on n of the generalised Rabi frequency above is 
then ignored (i.e. Qn —> Q). The final energy levels then become
The energy levels of the “TLA + radiation” system is therefore given by an infinite ladder 
of doublets, indexed by n (the Fock number), where the inter-doublet separation is given by 
the radiation frequency oq, and the intra-doublet separation is given by the generalised Rabi 
frequency 12. In fig 1-2, the energy level diagram is shown, firstly of the bare system, then of 
the dressed system.
This dressed state picture enables a convenient explanation of the major spectroscopic
9
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Q
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Bare state levels Dressed state basis
Figure 1-2: The dressed state basis (right) generated by the driving field (detuning 6, Rabi 
frequency x) interacting with the bare state TLA (left). The dressed state basis is a infinite 
ladder of energy level doublets, with inter-doublet separation u>\ and intra-doublet separation 
fi, of which two manifolds are shown here.
features associated with the driven TLA as transitions between the dressed states, rather than 
between the bare state levels |e) and |g) . To understand this, refer to the well known work of 
Cohen-Tannoudji [9]-[12], where an analysis of the dressed state formalism gives for the steady 
state populations of the dressed states
sin4 9
cos4 6 +  sin4 9 
cos4 9
cos4 9 sin4 9
where P \ :2 denotes the population of dressed state | l ,2 ,n ) . This shows that in the case of 
resonance (6 =  0), the populations are equalized. In the case where the system is negatively 
detuned (i.e. 6 <  0), there is a higher population in the ‘excited’ dressed state |2,n) than the 
‘ground’ dressed state |l ,n )  and vice versa. With a bare state relaxation rate of T included in 
the model, the relaxation rates for the transitions between the excited states and the ground
P2 =  
Pi =
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states are given by
Fcoh =  T ^  +  cos2 9 sin2 9 
r pop =  r  (cos4 9 +  sin4 9)
where refers to the coherence relaxation rate, and rpop the population relaxation rate. 
These results then give the basic dynamics of the driven system. A more thorough treatment 
of these results, with the extension to the doubly dressed states, is presented in chapter 2.
1.3 R esu lts  from  S p ectroscop y
1.3.1 Resonance Fluorescence
The well known Resonance Fluorescence spectrum [6]-[8] for the on-resonant case is shown in 
Fig 1-3. This spectrum demonstrates three transitions, the one at u \ is simply the emission 
from |l,n ) to | l ,n  — 1) and |2,n) to |2 ,n — 1), between the energy level doublets. The side 
bands, at oq ±  are due to interactions between energy level doublets as well. uq +  Q. is 
due to emission from |2,n) to | l ,n  — 1), and the peak at uq — Q is induced by emission from 
|l,n )  to |2,n — 1). This is presented in figure 1-3. The integrated areas of the peak represent 
the product of the populations of the excited state and the transition rate, and the widths are 
related to the moment between the dressed states.
1.3.2 Autler-Townes Spectrum
In this case [2], the probe beam (frequency o;p) is coupled to the transition between the two 
level atom’s ground state |g) and a weakly interacting third level |c) (transition frequency loc). 
The on resonance case is shown in Fig 1-4, showing two peaks at u>c — wg ±  Denoting 
the third energy level by |c), these peaks are given by transitions induced by the probe beam 
between |l,n ) and |c, n) for the resonance at lüc — cog + and between |2,n) and |c,n) for the 
resonance at u}c — u)g — The relative peak heights are then given by the relative populations 
of the dressed states |l ,n )  and |2 ,n ) , and their widths are given by the relaxation rate of the
11
Resonance Fluorescence Energy Level Diagram
Figure 1-3: Fluorescence spectrum (left) with on-resonant driving field of frequency uq and Rabi 
frequency Q. Energy level diagram (right) shows the transitions associated with the peaks on 
the left.
probe beam transition.
1.3.3 Mollow Spectrum
This configuration [3]-[4] sees a probe beam applied to the same transition over which the pump 
beam is applied. Since the resonance condition causes the populations of the upper and lower 
dressed states to equalize, there is no net absorption of the probe beam (in the first order 
calculation - at higher orders coherences give a small absorption signal [5]). It makes more 
sense, then, to look at the absorption of the probe beam in the special case where the pump 
field is off resonance. Say the beam is negatively detuned (6 < 0, oq > u;o), then there is more 
population in the |2,n) dressed state than the | l , n  — 1) state, so the transition of the uq + Q 
line is emissive in nature, and (for analogous reasons) the oq — 12 line is absorptive in nature. 
The line weights are given by the product of the population difference between the appropriate 
levels and the transition strength between them. Fig 1-5 shows the spectrum in this case, with 
the energy level diagram and relative populations shown.
The dressed state model has many advantages, but much of the work in this thesis will 
concentrate on an alternative method of modelling this scenario. The semiclassical model 
in which the atom is treated quantum mechanically, but the radiation is considered to be a
12
Autler Townes Spectrum
Energy Level Diagram
Figure 1-4: Autler Townes Spectrum, showing two peaks where the probe beam weakly interacts 
betweent the third level and the dressed states. This results in the two transitions shown in 
the energy level diagram, and their coresponding peaks in the absorption spectrum.
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Mollow Absorption Spectrum
le >
(0,
r
|g>
|2,N+1>
|1,N+1>
|2,N>
|1.N>
Energy Level Diagram
Figure 1-5: Off-resonance Mollow spectrum. Off resonant energy level diagram displays the 
relative populations in the dressed state basis by the number of circles. The two resonances in 
the spectrum labelled A and B are then shown as transitions between the dressed state levels, 
with the arrow directions denoting absorptive (upwards) or emissive (downwards) spectral lines. 
Note that there is generally a very small central dispersive feature, however this is too weak to 
be seen in this picture.
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classical field, allows a somewhat more powerful analysis even if it is not as intuitive. The 
Mollow spectrum will be presented in more detail later in the chapter.
1.4 T h e S em iclassica l T w o L evel A tom
In the semiclassical TLA model, the atom is treated as a two level quantum system, while the 
coupled radiation is modelled as a classical field. The radiation is coupled to the two level atom 
via the familiar dipole coupling. The formalism is well known, so only a brief introduction is 
presented here.
1.4.1 D en sity  M atrix  Form alism
Firstly, the well known density matrix formalism is presented, which is used to study systems 
in quantum statistics. The wave function for the system |\P(t)), which is a solution of the 
time-dependent Schrödinger equation, is given by
where the total Hamiltonian is made up of a time dependent part V (t) and a time inde­
pendent part Ho■ Once the eigenstates of Ho (call them |n)) have been found, the total wave 
function can be written
In a complex system (for example a collection of atoms in thermal equilibrium), then each 
atom may be found in one of various atomic states, and the system is said to be in a mixed 
state. Under these conditions, it is useful then to model the system as a statistical ensemble of 
pure wave functions, where it can be said that the atom has a certain probability of residing in 
one of the state. It is more convenient to use the so called density matrix operator to describe 
the statistical nature of of the system. This operator is defined as
i h ^ \ m )  = in0 + v(t))\9(t))
(1.7)
n
p =  £  p* I*) (<I>I ( 1.8)
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where the sum is over all of the statistically accessible states |\I>) and Py gives the probability 
that the system is described by that particular statistically accessible state |^ ) . If there is no 
statistical mixing of the state, then the system is said to be in a pure state, and the system is 
known to be described by a single state |\£). Then, eq. 1.8 becomes
p = l* X * l
and using the expansion in eq. 1.7
P =  J 2 p u m \ n ) H
n,m
where the density operator matrix elements become pnm = C n C This allows a simple 
physical interpretation of the density matrix components. When n — m  (the diagonal terms), 
Pnn ~  \°n\2 giyes the probability that the system will be found to be in basis state |n) after 
a measurement. It is clear that pnn can be thought of as the population of state |n) . When 
n ^  m  then the density matrix component represents the way that the two states |n) and |m) 
are correlated, which corresponds to the coherence of the system.
The density matrix formalism is particularly useful for calculating the expectation values of 
Hermitian operators (e.g. Ä)
(A) =  (* |A |* >  
- Tr(pA)
The time evolution of the density matrix operator is given (according to the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation) by the Liouville equation
P=- ^[ H, p]
where 7i. — Tio + V  (t) is the total Hamiltonian. To model more complex systems of TLAs 
in solids, where external environmental factors induce damping, the Liouville equation can be
16
expanded to introduce phenomenological damping terms
2
p =  — — YH,p\ +  damping terms (1.9)
n
which is useful where the damping mechanisms of the total system are too complex to be 
reliably modelled, or the details of the damping are not known.
1 .4 .2  D en sity  M atrix  E quations o f m otion  for th e  driven  T LA
In the semiclassical system, the atom is again modelled as a pair of energy states, the ground 
state I#) and excited state |e) with energy fuvo- The Hamiltonian of the uncoupled atom is then 
simply given by
H a = tuvo \e) (e\
The radiation field is modelled as a simple classical electrical field of strength E,  polarised 
along the x  axis and with frequency u x. The subscript x  here is used to indicate that the field 
in question is x  polarised.
E  = Exx  cos u xt
x  here is defined to be at right angles to the axis of the two level atom, which is defined 
to he along the z axis. The interaction of the radiation with the TLA is given by the dipole 
interaction,
V  W =  - 7 ?  • E
with the electric dipole moment operator defined
= H±(\g) (e| +  |e) (p|)
where it is assumed that neg — fige. The total Hamiltonian is thus given by
17
H = hüj0 \e) { e \ -p E ( \g )  (e\ + \e) (g\) cos cuxt 
=  hw0 \e) (e\ + h \ x {\g) (e| +  \e) (#|) cosu xt
where the Rabi frequency \ x is defined as
pEx
Xz = 7T
Note the use of the x  subscript. This is not usually employed but as the thesis is developed, 
its usefulness will become clear. For the moment, suffice it to say that the x  refers to the 
polarisation of the incident field. This thesis will deal with the interaction of differently 
polarised fields with the TLA, so the distinction of polarisation will become important later on. 
Substituting this Hamiltonian into the Liouville equation eq. 1.9 the semiclassical equations of 
motion for the driven TLA (with phenomenological relaxation terms included) become
Pgg =  - i X X { p e g ~  P g e ) ™ S U ; x t - ' y ( p g g -  p egqg )
Pee =  i X x  ( Peg ~  Pge )  COS U)x t  -  7 (p ee -  p H )
Pge =  ( iu ;0 “  T) p g e ~  I X x  COS CJx t  ( p ee -  p g g ) (1.10)
Here the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, 7 and T respectively, have been in­
troduced. It is assumed that the coherence of the system in the undriven system will tend to 
relax to zero, and that the populations will relax to some equilibrium, p eqe and p egqg . Note that 
Peg =  Pge so that eq. 1.10 also provides the equation of motion for peg. To simplify this a little, 
define the population difference W  = pee —  pgg, leading to
Pge =  ( iuJ0 ~  T) p  ~  i X x COSiJ x t W
( 1. 11)
W  =  - 2i \ x (pge -  Peg) cosLVx t  -  7  (IT -  W eq)
where the equilibrium population difference W eq — pH — P g qg  has been defined. Note that 
W eq < 0 in standard systems in the absence of a driving field, so in general it is expected
18
that the population of the excited state to be less than that of the ground state in equilibrium 
conditions.
1.4 .3  Sem iclassica l R o ta tin g  W ave A p p roxim ation
The Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) is one of the most important approximations that 
can be made to simplify the above equations. It is exactly analogous to the RWA taken in the 
dressed state basis. To apply the approximation, a transformation to the rotating frame is 
firstly performed
Pge Pgee
VjJ  2 1
which transforms eq. 1.11 to
J t ~Pge = (tfx - r ) ? „ - ^ ( l  + e - ^ ) W
W  = - 2 i X t (pgee ^ 1 - p ege - i- t)coSu xt - 1 ( W - W ‘i)
The detuning 8X = uo — ojx gives the difference between the natural frequency of the TLA 
u>o and the frequency of the applied field tux. The RWA involves discarding the rapidly varying 
terms in this equation. This reflects the fact that the classical field is composed of a resonant 
rotating component and an anti-resonant counter-rotating term. The effect of this second term 
is expected to be negligible and so it is ignored (they affect of this approximation is examined 
in section 3.5.1). The resultant equations of motion therefore become
=  )P9e - ^ w
W  =  - I X x  {pge-  Peg) ~  1  { W  -  W " * )  
which are the basic Bloch [1] equations that facilitate the study of the TLA. These equations 
describe the dynamics of the simple TLA, when strongly driven by a quasi-resonant classical 
magnetic field. They provide the basis for the bulk of the theoretical work that makes up 
the backbone of this thesis. To provide insight into these equations, they can be rewritten in 
another form which allows a simple geometrical interpretation of the resultant dynamics of the
19
system.
1.4.4 Spherical C oord inates
To see this graphical interpretation, which will be useful later for motivating the Rabi transition, 
a transformation to spherical coordinates is required [1]. These are defined
U =  (P12 +  P21)
V  —  i  (P21 ~  P12)
so it is immediately obvious that these quantities are now real. Transforming the Bloch 
equations (eq.1.12) into this basis gives
Ü = - 6XV - T U
V = 6xU - r V - XxW  (1.13)
W = X x V - l ( W - W eq)
This new description of the Bloch equations allows for physical interpretation of these spher­
ical coordinates. W is the population difference, U is the dispersion and V is the absorption. 
The steady state solutions for eq. 1.13 is given by
Uss
y s s
w ss
We*1XJx
D
w e* 1Xxr
D
{gj + r 2)
D
where
(1.14)
D = 1 (T2 + 8 l ) + T Xl
These provide the familiar dispersive and absorptive curves. They are shown in figure 1-6. 
The Bloch equations in spherical coordinates may be written out in matrix form
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arb. units
Figure 1-6: The steady state solutions for the driven TLA. The absorption is given in red, the 
dispersion in blue.
u \ ( - r  - s x o ^ u  \ f  0 1
V = fix - r  -Xx V + 0 (1.15)
\ w  / \  0 Xx ~7 j V w  /  ^ 7Wcq J
Ignoring the relaxation terms for the point of demonstration and defining the Bloch vector 
m = [U,V,W] then eq.1.15 is equivalent to
where
ft = [xx,o,<y
There is an obvious similarity between this equation and the well known equation of motion 
for the fully classical magnetic dipole ~Jl with gyromagnetic ratio 7m in a static magnetic field
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Figure 1-7: The Magnetic Dipole fi precesses about the static field Hq with frequency given by 
the Larmor frequency coq-
H  o;
=  ~lmV X H0
The connection between the entirely classical case of the magnetic dipole and the semiclas- 
sical driven TLA is then clear. In the classical case, the magnetic dipole precesses about the
7 r as shownstatic magnetic field with a frequency given by the Larmor frequency ujq 
in fig 1-7.
Likewise, in the semiclassical driven atom, the Bloch vector ra will precess about the fi 
vector (see Fig 1-8), and the frequency of its precession is given then by fi =  y j6% +  Xx- This 
frequency, which is obviously related to the Rabi frequency \ x which characterised the strength 
of the dipole interaction, is the Generalised Rabi frequency. It characterises in a fundamental 
way the dynamics of the driven TLA, as can be seen from these results. In particular, since the 
Bloch vector component W  is simply the population difference between the excited and ground 
states, the dipole interaction will cause the state populations to cycle at a frequency given by fi,
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Figure 1-8: The precession of the Bloch vector m  about the vector $1, with the frequency of the 
precession equal to the generalised Rabi frequency.
the generalised Rabi frequency. Intuitively, it can be seen that the phenomenological damping 
terms will tend to damp the vector until it lies along the population axis, with a length given 
by the equilibrium population difference, W eq.
Shortly the Bloch vector model will be used to demonstrate very effectively the existence of 
a new transition, the Rabi transition, the study of which forms the basis for this work.
1.4.5 Sem iclassical D ressed  S ta te  B asis
In a manner completely analogous to the fully quantum mechanical dressed state basis, it is 
possible to define a semiclassical dressed state basis that will solve the Bloch equations (eq 
1.12). It is employable in the circumstance where T = 7 , i.e. the transverse and population 
relaxation rates are the same. Note that for purely radiative dampening T =  2 7 . The case 
of more general dampening is considered in section 3.5.3. To see this, define the semiclassical 
dressed states
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|1) =  cos6 \g) — sin# |e)
|2) =  sin# |g)-|-cos# |e)
with the definitions
cos 26 — sin 26 =  ~
\Lx ^ “X
These states are the semiclassical analogs to the quantum mechanical dressed states em­
ployed earlier. Under this transformation, the Bloch equation becomes (with T =  7)
#12 — i t t x p i 2  — T  ( p 12 — P12)  
Wd =  - T ( W d - W ? )
where
#22 ~  P u
y r weq 1^ — -----------=  —~ rW eq sin 26
A  o L x  Aj
c
~ ^ W eq = W eq cos 26\ lx
Here, p12 refers to the coherence in the dressed state basis, and Wd refers to the population 
difference between the dressed state basis states. The transformed Bloch equations are easily 
solved, giving for the steady state solutions
Wd = 
P12 =  
W ?  =
p& = P l l L ( - n )
w r  =
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Here, the Lorentzian function L (ck) is defined, and will be used extensively throughout this 
thesis.
L(a)  =  L a (ck) ~ iLD (a)
with the absorptive {La ) and dispersive (Lp) Lorentzians
L a (ck) 
L d (a)
r
r 2 +  ck2
Ck
r 2 +  a 2
These steady state limits then give the steady state solutions for the dressed states. In the 
original basis (bare state basis), the results become
psgse = cos2 0p\2 — sin2 0p2i -I- cos 6 sin 0W$S 
W ss = (cos2 6 — sin2 6) W$s — 2 cos 0 sin 0{p\2 +  P21)
1.4.6 Geometrical Interpretation of the Dressed States
As has been seen, the Optical Bloch equations leads to a simple geometrical interpretation, 
completely analogous to the fully classical magnetic dipole. Recall the basic dynamics of the 
TLA as being represented by the vector equations
— m = —m x  il 
dt
This can be extended to include homogeneous damping terms
where
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m eq =  [0 , 0 ,  W e g ]
The dressed state basis is then simply a rotation that aligns the transformed z' axis with 
Q , simplifying the system. In this basis, the Bloch vector ttV precesses about the z '  axis, 
relaxing to the steady state ra ' =  [— sin 29,0, cos 26] Weq.
1 .4 .7  T he M ollow  Sp ectrum
The semiclassical dressed state basis is used extensively throughout this thesis and so to intro­
duce its use, a calculation of the standard Mollow spectrum can be performed [3]. This sort of 
calculation will be used frequently, and so it is useful to see it used in a simple circumstance. 
In the Mollow spectrum, a strong pump field is applied to the TLA, and then a weak probe field 
(frequency cup and small Rabi frequency u) is scanned across the transition, and its absorption 
measured. The equations of motion that describe this are given by
where the probe field detuning 6p =  ujp —cjx. The solutions can be written as a power series 
in the weak parameter a
The zeroth order equations are simply Eq. 1.12, and have been solved above, to give
2 ix(Peg -  Pge) + 2ia ( h ge-  « '<M) — T (W — W ‘1)
i^X-W — i —Wei6pt
2 2
w  = i r (0) + aW ^  +  q2IT(2) + ...
solutions fj^ eg and The equations in the first order in a  then are
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i® = ( « « - r )p$-i^ww
w m  =  2i\(p™ -  p£>) +  2 i(p g ^ M  -  pg>e-i4' ‘)  -  r iv « 1)
To proceed, transform these equations into the dressed state basis
p[lJ = (•iÜx -  T) p™ +  sin 20 (e^*  +  ^  (cos2 dei6^  -  sin2 0e_ i w j0)
wj1} = -nrd(1) + i (cos2 0 e ^ ‘ -  sin2 e- ^ * )  p ^  -  i (cos2 0e“ i5pf -  sin2 0 e ^ )  p j?
which is easily solved by substituting in the zeroth order solutions. After putting in the 
zeroth order solutions, the solutions to the first order in the probe beam power become
Pn  =  P+eiM +  P -e -“ "1 
l i f 1 =  W +ei4»‘ +
where
p+ =  ^  sin2 26>nre9L ( - f i x) +  cos2 0 cos 20tTe<^  L (<5P -  ftx)
p_ =  - i ~  Q sin2 20rW e<7L ( - f i x) -  sin2 0 cos 20VTe<^  L (-<5P -  fix)
W+ =  -  i f a  sin 2GTWeq (cos2 0L (ftx) +  sin2 OL ( - f i x)) L (<$p)
W~ =  Uas\n2GYWeq (cos2 GL {-Ytx) +  sin2 0L (Qx)) L (~6P)
To recover the final probe absorption spectrum, it is necessary to calculate the component 
of the bare state coherence rotating at frequency 6P i.e.
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Pge (Öp) — COs2 9 p +  ~  » ill2 +  7y s in  2Ö
= - i |  cos2 9 Q  sin2 26>rWe<?L ( - f tx) +  cos2 6> cos 29Weq^ j L (6P -  Qx) 
sin2 0 Q  sin2 26TWe<7L (Q x ) -  sin2 9 cos 26>We<7j  L (<5p + flx) 
- i f a s i n 2 29TWeq (cos2 0L (Qx) +  sin2 9L (-Q x)) L ( 6P )
The familiar solution is then a series of three Lorentzians at 6P = 0,±f2x, each having a 
weight summarised in the following table
L orentzian W eight
L( sp - n x) — cos2 9 (cos2 9W^q — sin 29pcq2L (—f ix))
L (bp +  fix) i \  sin2 9 (sin2 9W^q +  sin 29peq2L (12x))
L(6„) ^i sin 29peq2 (cos2 9L (Qx) +  sin2 9L (—fix))
Notice that the sidebands (Sp = dzfix) have a weight that is broken up into two parts. The 
first part is proportional to the equilibrium population difference in the dressed states, W^q, 
and the second part is due to a contribution from the steady state coherence that is set up 
by the driving field p^q. As well there is a component at 6p = 0 that is proportional to the 
coherence.
In the limit of well separated peaks, i.e. Qx T, it is possible to make the following 
simplification
Lff lx) ~ - i L D (Qx)
and since L d (fix) 1/^x? if can be noted that when the pump field is off resonance
ILd ( x^)|<|Wde<7
and the weights become
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Lorentzian W eight
L( 6p - n x) —i  \  cos4 6W ^ q
L (6p + l^x) i |  sin4 9 W ^ q
L(»p)  ^sin 26 p \q2 cos 26  L d {Ltx )
The actual absorption and dispersion spectra are given by
A{6P) = -%pge (Sp)
= i  cos4 8 W ? L A (Sp -  fix) -  ^ sin4 9 W ? L A +  fix)
+ ^ sin ‘10py> cos 20Li, (Qx) Lit (<5P)
D(SP) =  UPge(6p)
= cos4 0W ‘'‘L d (Sp -  Slx) +  t  sin4 SW ^L d («, +  flx)
— ^  sin ^0pW c°s 20 Lu (Llx) Lu (bv)
This is the familiar off-resonance Mollow spectrum (in the high power limit). Three peaks 
are evident. The two oppositely signed peaks L a (ßv — Ltx) and L a (ßv + Hx) are due to tran­
sitions between the dressed states, just as in the fully quantum mechanical case. The third 
peak, much smaller since it is proportional to L q (Llx) , is a dispersive shaped peak centered at 
6p = 0. This peak is due to the steady state coherence that arises in the driven system peq2.
The on-resonance (Sx =  0) case leads to the result (to the same approximation as above)
L orentzian W eight
L(sp - n z) \ t w * l d (nx)
L (Sp 4* f2x) - ± r w ei<LD (nx)
- \ i V W ‘qL A (fix)
which corresponds to the familiar on-resonance Mollow spectrum.
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1.5 The Rabi Transition
The TLA uses only the transverse dipole moment as the light-matter interaction. In this case, 
the incident radiation is polarised at right angles to the axis of the TLA and the population 
cycles between the ground and excited states at a rate given by the generalised Rabi frequency. 
A natural extension of this is to then study the effects of applying more strong fields and to 
study the effects of this on the dressed state formalism. While this has been studied extensively 
theoretically [17]-[31], there is a paucity of experimental results [32]-[38],[45]-[46],[47]-[50]. Ficek 
and Freedhoff [51] have also written an excellent review article that sums up much of the work 
to date. Most of these studies centre on the idea of using another x polarised field as the second 
driving field. In this thesis, a different scenario will be examined, that of driving the driven 
TLA with a z polarised field.
It has been shown theoretically [56]-[58],[39]-[42]and experimentally [43]-[44] that if a field 
polarised in parallel with the population axes is applied, then a resonance at the generalised 
Rabi frequency can be seen. To see this, modify the “light+matter” interaction to include a 
permanent dipole moment. This allows the TLA to couple with z polarised fields. To see how 
this will generate the Rabi transition, consider the geometrical model shown above.
Previously, a single x polarised field (call it Fieldx) is coupled to the transition via the stan­
dard (see Fig l-9a) transverse dipole moment interaction. Now add an additional z polarised 
field (Fields, coupled to the transition via the permanent dipole moment (the theoretical de­
tails will be expanded later). Go to the rotating frame, as before, and discard the anti-resonant 
term (the RWA). Note that since the rotation is around the z axis, Fieldz is unaffected. Fig 
l-9b shows the picture as it stands.
Recall then that the dressed states basis transformation rotates the axis so that it is in line 
with fb Once this is done, note that there are now two components to Field2 in this frame. One 
is perpendicular to the new z' axis, and the other is parallel. The field perpendicular to the z' 
will then drive the transition which is characterised by the vector Q , in exactly the same way 
that the original Fieldx drove the transition characterised by the original transition frequency 
coo. This new transition has a resonant frequency of Q, the generalised Rabi frequency. Thus, 
if a z polarised field is applied to a driven TLA with a permanent dipole moment, then this 
field will interact with a transition at the Rabi frequency, the so called Rabi transition. It is
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t  Field — —
o, —
Irans form to the Dressed State basisB asic TLA
Transform to Rotating Frame in the 
Dressed State Basis
0, —
Transform to the Rotating Frame 
and add z Field
Figure 1-9: The four stages towards understanding the Rabi transition. In (A), the standard 
TLA is presented, with an on-resonance x polarised field (Rabi frequency \ x ) interacting with 
the bare transition of frequency u >q . (B) sees the system transformed to the rotating frame 
produces an effective field lying along the x axis. Now, the z polarised field (Rabi frequency \ z) 
is applied, with a component that rotates about the x axis as shown. In (C), the transformation 
to the dressed state basis rotates the z axis to lie along the effective field from (B). Notice the 
similarity with diagram (A). In (D), finally, transform to the rotating frame to produce the 
final effective field about which the Bloch vector precesses.
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the study of this transition that forms the bulk of the work of this thesis. Fig l-9c shows this 
transition geometrically in the case where Field* is resonant.
The second component of Fields in this basis, the one parallel to SI, is part of a higher order 
process which will be studied in more detail later. Actually, at this point, it is plain in what 
direction the theoretical analysis should proceed. There is now, in this new basis, a system 
which is completely analogous to the original system, where Field* was driving the original 
transition. Clearly, then, a similar set of transformations (rotating frame, RWA, dressed state 
basis) can be applied to shed insight into this system, which is in fact performed in Chapters 
2,3.
The Rabi transition behaves in a similar fashion to the normal TLA, allowing for many 
of the same analysis techniques to be applied. In fact, the Rabi transition can be driven by 
a strong pump field, and then examined using a probe beam that studies either the original 
transition itself, or the Rabi transition. The details of this will be covered in a later chapter. 
Again, this system is theoretically accessible to relatively simple analysis, which employs the 
Doubly Dressed States, a natural extension of the dressed state analysis.
The doubly dressed states formalism is not a new concept, and has been used recently to 
study interactions of TLAs with polychromatic radiation [51]. The formalism has been used to 
successfully study the case of two Field*’s interacting with a TLA (much of it since 1998, when 
this work was performed), however the complexity of the interactions mean that in general the 
solution is perturbative in nature though there are special circumstances where a more accurate 
solution is gained. However, what makes the calculation in this thesis different is the orthogonal 
nature of the interacting fields, Field* and Fieldz. As will be seen, this naturally lends itself 
to an elegant symmetry in the dynamics, where Field* and Fields interact in entirely distinct 
regimes. This enables the doubly dressed states to be used very naturally and accurately, and 
they remain a good form of analysis for a broad range of experimental parameters. It will also 
be shown that the extension of the work to include the concept of triply, quadruply and so 
on dressed states is equally intuitive and natural. To appreciate this, it will be worthwhile to 
carefully present the calculations in their entirety.
In chapter 2, the doubly dressed state theory is introduced, with the results shown for the 
major spectroscopic techniques. Chapter 3 shows the semiclassical analysis of the basic doubly
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driven system. Chapter 3 also refines the theory somewhat, using numerical techniques to 
calculate higher order terms, the Bloch Siegert shift associated with the Rabi transition and so 
forth. The experimental results (the experimental system is introduced in Chapter 1) are then 
compared with the theoretical results in Chapter 4.
The Rabi transition is then studied by applying a z polarised field to the driven system. 
To examine this transition, first assume that the z field is weak. That is, the TLA is strongly 
driven with a Fieldx and then probe the system with a weak Field2. So the system is coupled 
to one classical x polarised field,
E x — xE x cos a)xt
and one z polarised probe field
Ez =  zE z cos u zt
The Fieldz is coupled to the TLA by the permanent dipole moment, with Hamiltonian
H -  /x •  ^E  x +  Ez j^
cos U)xt +  h
0 0 
0 2Xz
cos u zt
where the semiclassical Rabi frequencies are defined by
ß x .E x
h
ß z ^ z
h
Here, /xz is taken to be the component of the dipole moment parallel to the z axis (as defined 
in section 1.4.2). ux is then the component of the dipole moment perpendicular to this, lying 
along the x  axis. Using this Hamiltonian in the standard fashion, the Optical Bloch Equations
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(in the rotating frame) become
J t Pge =  { * ( 6 r  + 2 x * C O S W * t ) - r } p 9 e -  i ~ W
W  =  iXz (Peg ~  ~Pge) ~ T (W  -  W ‘<)
To examine the Rabi transition using a probe beam, assume that \ z is small. The solutions 
are then written as a power series expansion in \z-> e-g-
Pge Pge "T XzPge  T XzPge  T
The steady state zero order terms have already been calculated above, and expressed in the 
semiclassical dressed state basis they become
Pi? =  p \ I l ( - q x )
ww = wedq
Writing out the first order equation, the first order term equations of motion are obtained
P(ge =  ( i S x  -  n  +  2%  cos «>* - %  y  *>
= iXx ( p §  ~ P{g f)
These are then converted to the semiclassical dressed state basis as above
Pl2 — (*^x -  r) p^2  +  2i x "  COS L ü z t p ^  ~  W z  COS UJz t W ^
w f ’ = 2 * ^ c o s ^ t ( 4 01) - p (1°2)) - r w < 1)
with the definitions
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x'z = - s in  2 0Xz = - ^ i Xz  
X" = cos 2 9Xz = ^ - X z
Then these can be easily solved for the first order solutions
= a ^ ' + a - V " * *
=  c1e*“’’t +  cr'e- “ ' 1
The coefficients then become
a1 = ^  fa zP i2  ~ ’X ' z ^ )  L (uz -  Qx)
= ^cos26>sin26>x2We9(l -  T L ( - Q X)) L ( u z -  Qx) 
a ' 1 =  ^cos26>sin26>x2V^e9( l - r L ( - Q x) )L ( -a ;2 - Q x) 
c1 =  - r s m 220xzWeqL D (nx) L { t j z) 
c -1 =  -T sin 220XzW eqL D (tyx)L{-u;z)
These results are transformed back into the bare state basis (for the population)
W  — — sin 26 (pl2 +  p2i) +  cos 2OWd
= W° + W l eiu’zt +  W ~l e~iu,zt
The probe beam is z polarised, so the probe absorption spectrum is derived from the com­
ponent of the population that rotates with the probe beam field frequency a;z (dropping the 
probe beam power Xz):
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W l = — sin 26a} — sin 20 (a u ) 4- cos 20c1
= k L  ((1 -  VL ( - f ix)) L  (a>* -  n x) + (1 -  r L{Qx) ) L ( u z + n x))~ TLd (Qx) L  (w2)J
where
k =  cos 20 sin2 20xzPEe<7
Examining the high power limit (i.e. Qx T), it is possible to simplify
L{ÜX) = LA (Qx) - i L D (Qx) 
by noting that L q (Ttx) L A (f2x); hence
L(Qx) ~ - i L D (Qx)
and so
T L d  ( ß * )  <  1
leading finally to the equations
w 1 = <4 (l (u z - qx (w2 + n*))
This obviously shows a resonance at the Rabi frequency. Looking at that component in 
particular, the absorption and dispersion are calculated:
abs =  S W 1 = ^ L A (u>z - Ü x) 
disp = fäW1 — ^ L d (luz -  Qx)
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The weight of the probe absorption spectrum at the Rabi frequency is then given by
^  ^ cos 20 sin2 20xzW eq
= \  sin2 WXzW f
The spectrum of the probe beam then shows a clear signal at the Rabi frequency, showing 
that the Field* does indeed interact strongly with the permanent dipole moment. Notice that 
the line’s weight is proportional to the dressed state population difference. This means that 
there will be no signal (to the lowest order) with an on resonance Field* (6X =  0). This is in 
line with intuition, since the on-resonance case will equilibrate the dressed state populations, 
quenching any net absorption in the final results. Note that the maximum signal size will be 
when Sx = Xx-> balancing the strength of the interaction of the probe beam with the dressed 
states, sin 29 \ z with the resultant population difference W^q. Also, because the size of the Rabi 
transition is proportional to W j9, in the case where 6X < 0 (i.e. when the driving field is on 
the high side of the transition), W%q > 0 and so the transition is emissive. On the other hand, 
when 6X > 0 , the Rabi transition is absorptive.
The motivation then of this thesis is to examine this new transition. Previously, the 
transition was recognized, but only used to measure the Rabi frequency in NMR experiments, 
using the transition as shown above [56]-[58]. This thesis intends to take this analysis further, 
and study the implications of treating this transition as a whole new TLA system in its own 
right. This new TLA has several advantages, including tunable characteristics (transition 
size, dipole moment etc.). Also, inhomogeneous broadening is considerably dampened in 
the transition. To see this, note that resonantly driving a inhomogeneously broadened line 
(linewidth A) will produce an ‘average’ Rabi transition of (assuming the high power case where
X »  A)
n =  y * 2 +  a 2
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so the approximate inhomogeneous broadening of the new line is
~  2 (x) A
The Rabi transition will then provide perhaps a “more perfect” TLA that can be examined. 
Also, as will be seen, the dynamics of a doubly driven system can be examined in a theoretically 
tractable manner, leading to an intuitive generalisation of the dressed states, the so called doubly 
dressed states. This idea can even be expanded to the higher orders to include triply dressed, 
quadruply dressed and so on states. These higher order interactions provide a plethora of 
new interactions, both in the regime of the original transition, and in the regime of the Rabi 
transition. Chapters 2,3 will examine the theoretical basis of this transition, as well as the 
results for the driven Rabi transition. Chapter 4 will then present the experimental results 
and compare them to theory.
1.6 T h e E x p er im en ta l S y stem
To understand the experiment, it is necessary to understand two distinct areas - the N-V 
centre (Nitrogen Vacancy centre) in diamond (the system that will be examined) and the 
Raman Heterodyne technique (the detection method). The N-V centre in diamond provides a 
convenient system to study, where impurities in the diamond allow the examination of a system 
that very closely approximates the TLA. This TLA can be excited with radio-frequency (RF) 
fields (both x polarised and z polarised) and probed with another, weak, RF field. The detection 
method used to examine the spectrum is the well known Raman Heterodyne method, where 
optical frequencies ‘beat’ with the applied RF fields to present the final spectrum for analysis.
1.6.1 N -V  C entre in D iam on d
As mentioned, the N-V centre in diamond provides a convenient substrate for examination. The 
N-V centre in diamond is formed in type lb diamonds when a naturally occurring substitutional 
nitrogen (substituted for one of the carbon atoms in the lattice) traps a carbon-vacancy at one 
of its nearest neighbour sites [61],[62]. This causes four dangling bonds with each of the
neighbouring carbon atoms (three of them) and the nitrogen atom. Each carbon broken bond
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has a single electron associated with it, while the broken bond with nitrogen has two floating 
electrons. Thus, five electrons are involved. It is well known, however [64]-[71] that the orbital 
ground state (the 3 A state) is a spin triplet so it would seem there is an even number of electrons 
involved. This was generally explained by assuming that the centre will trap another electron. 
There has been some controversy over this theory [73]-[75], however, what is known is that ESR 
(Electron Spin Resonance) studies of the ground state NV-Centre demonstrate a spin triplet 
system, two levels of which form the main TLA examined in this thesis.
Also, due to the symmetry of the system, there are in fact four equivalent orientations (axes 
of symmetry) for the N-V Centre. The centre has trigonal symmetry of point group C3,, where 
the C3 principle axis lies along the N-V axis. When a static magnetic field is applied along 
one of the symmetry axes, the other three centres are magnetically equivalent and this aligned 
symmetry axis of the N-V centre is then considered to make up the nearly-ideal TLA which is 
examined in this thesis. This TLA then occurs at RF frequencies, and only the observation of 
the centre needs to be examined.
The N-V Centre also exhibits optical, as well as RF, resonances. The centre can be excited 
with optical frequencies, where the first excited state is centered at ~  638 nm, and measurements 
[76]-[78] demonstrate that the ground and excited states are describable in the representation 
A and E respectively. The 3A  to 3E  transition is the key (optical) transition that is exploited 
as the detection method for this thesis - the Raman Heterodyne detection technique. The 3E  
transition has a lifetime of 13 ns [79] and an inhomogeneous linewidth of ~  800 GHz (the large 
broadening is due to large variations in crystal strain).
To summarise to date, the NV centre’s ground state is a spin one system, which is used to 
generate a TLA which is accessible at RF frequencies, and the transitions are observed using 
the optical transition with the excited state of the N-V centre. Examining the ground state 
sublevels in more detail, the 3A  state is split by crystal field interactions into a singlet state 
(ms =  0) and a degenerate doublet (m s = ±1) separated by 2.88 GHz. If a static magnetic 
field is applied along the N-V centre axis, it lifts the degeneracy between the m s = ±  1 sublevels. 
As the power is increased, the m s = — 1 approaches the m s = 0 state. As they approach each 
other, they repel each other due to hyperfine interactions between them (plus any misalignment 
in the static field) and they form an anti-crossing. The anti-crossing (see fig 1-10) allows for a
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m=+l >
m =-l> Anticrossing region 
where the wavefiinctions 
are highly mixed
m =0>
1028 G
Figure 1-10: The basic energy level scheme associated with the N-V Centre 3 A  ground state. 
The state field Ho is applied along the symmetry axis which causes mixing between the levels 
at the anti-crossing region.
high level of mixing between the levels, which greatly enhances the level of interaction available 
to the system. The mixtures of the states lead to two quantum wavefunctions if>_1 and ipQ 
which are mixtures of the spin states |0 ), | — 1)
\1 > o ) =  a|0) +  6 | - l )
|^ - i )  =  — a  | —1) + ft |0)
Note that the admixture constants, a and b, obey the relation |a| > |6j [61]. The transitions 
between these states form the major TLA which is examined. The transition frequency in 
experimental situations is between 50 MHz and 100 MHz, depending on the strength of the 
applied static magnetic field.
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The situation is complicated somewhat by the nuclear spin hyperfine levels in the \ms = — 1) 
and Im s =  0) states, shown in fig 1-11. One of the areas that needs to be examined is the 
complication due to the extra levels that are associated with the TLA (in effect 3 sublevels). 
Transitions between the hyperfine levels between the wavefunctions above form the so called 
EPR (Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance) transitions, and between the nuclear spin substates 
within each wavefunction form the TLA called the NMR subsystem. Hence, the system ex­
amined actually consists of two regimes, the EPR (~70 MHz transition) and the NMR regime 
(~5 MHz). The bulk of the data taken in this thesis is taken in the EPR regime, in which 
higher Rabi frequencies are obtainable making it possible to observe the transition which is the 
object of this study. The EPR transition studied then has hyperfine structure associated with 
the following significant transitions (with their relative energies)
|0,0) « 1-1,0) E  = 0.0 M H z
I0.-1) <- 1 -1 ,-1 ) E  =  2.4 M H z
10,1} - 1-1,1) E  = -1 .8  M H z
showing that the EPR. transition will show a triplet structure. In experimental situations, 
the dominant |0 ,1) | —1,1) transition typically has a resonance frequency of 70 MHz, so
the other two transitions have frequencies around 71.8 MHz and 74.2 MHz. In fact, due to 
state mixing near anticrossing, there are other (much weaker) transitions, but these are not 
considered to be significant in this thesis. The relative strengths of these transitions varies 
with the distance of the static field from anti-crossing, and the calculation of the line weights 
is not important here and is presented elsewhere [61]. As will be discussed in chapter 4, it is 
actually the |0 ,1) <-»• | —1,1) that is singled out for study. The effects of the other two transitions 
are cancelled out by focusing any driving field between the other two peaks (i.e.. the detuning 
is ~-3 MHz). The two other transitions are near resonance and are therefore saturated and 
produce very small signals, as well as being approximately equal and opposite in sign - therefore 
quenching each other’s signal. Now that the transitions are understood, the detection method 
needs to be examined, the well known Raman Heterodyne system.
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Figure 1-11: The energy level scheme for the experimental system. EPR transitions are between 
the ms =  0 and the ms =  — 1 electron spin states. Each of these states is a further nuclear spin 
triplet, and this hyperfine structure is shown here, with the energy levels separating them. This 
gives rise to two experimental regimes, the EPR and NMR regime (shown in colour code).
1.6.2 R am an H eterod yn e D etec tio n
The Raman Heterodyne Detection technique is a very sensitive detection technique that allows 
the experimenter to directly access the absorption and dispersion spectra for a system (in this 
case the NV - Centre driven by RF fields). It relies on the coherence of the system that is 
produced by the RF fields, and then optical frequency detection methods are used to observe 
the coherence (in both the cw and transient regimes). It is a well known detection method 
[61], and nothing will be added to the literature by a lengthy exposition here, so only a brief 
introduction will be presented here.
The technique was first reported by Mlynek et al. [80], and has since been used for detecting 
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) and EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance). Raman 
Heterodyne detection, as mentioned, does not give the populations of the levels, but instead 
allows direct observation of the coherences. Referring to Fig 1-12, the Raman Heterodyne 
technique is used in the case where the RF transition in question is coupled to a third level 
via the optical frequency laser (frequency u>l ) while being driven coherently by a RF field 
(frequency u)rf).
The laser drives the |1) |3) transition, while the RF field couples |1) |2 ). This results
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Figure 1-12: The energy level scheme for the Raman Heterodyne detection scheme. An RF 
field excites the |1) |2) transition (the experimentally interesting one) and a laser excites the
jl)  |3) transition.
in coherence between levels |2) |3) which produces a Stokes Raman signal E s at frequency
ljs =  ^ 32 - This stimulated Raman signal beats w ith the incident laser frequency to produce a 
beat frequency of cjrf , and it is this beat signal which is detected by a photodiode. For the 
particular case of the N-V Centre, the NMR and EPR centres are both magnetically allowed 
(the |1) «-> |2) transition) and transitions between the hyperfine levels of the 3A and SE  states 
provide the optical transitions that are allowed, to enable the Raman Heterodyne procedure to 
be used [82].
It  has been shown previously [81] that the resultant intensity of the beat signal I s for 
optically thin samples is given by
I s a  (Re (p2 i)  cos cur f t  +  Im (p2i) sin a>rft)
where the angular brackets around the p2i denote an average over optical and RF inhomo­
geneities. Note the coherences here are the slowly varying parts w ith respect to ujrf.  Clearly, 
the intensity of the signal is made of an in-phase and an out-of-phase component. These can 
be separately observed using phase sensitive RF detection equipment.
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1.6.3 E xp erim en ta l C onfiguration
The experimental schematic is shown in Fig 1-13. The N-V Centre was provided by a sample 
diamond crystal measuring approximately 1 mm3. The sample was mounted in a pair of RF 
coils (made in house) that were mounted at right angles to each other. The coils and sample 
were then mounted in an Oxford Instruments 3T helium exchange gas cryostat (including a 
superconducting magnet). The superconducting magnet provided the static magnetic field to 
lift the degeneracy of the spin ±1 states (see Fig 1-10). The sample was mounted in such a way 
that it could be rotated with respect to the applied magnetic field, allowing the experimenter 
to achieve an optimum signal strength by aligning the crystal’s [111] direction.
The Raman Heterodyne detection technique employs an optical probe with a wavelength of 
around 638 nm (the colour transition in the N-V Centre). The probe is produced by a coherent 
CR599-21 cw single mode dye laser (power ~few mW), which was pumped by a Spectra Physics 
Stabilite 2016 cw Argon Ion laser (power ~4W). The probe beam was focused on the N-V Centre 
sample, and the output Raman beat signal was detected on a New Focus 1801 DC-125 MHz 
photodiode.
The RF fields were then applied to either of the two coils. One coil would generate any x 
polarised fields, the other z polarised fields. These fields were generated by various RF power 
supplies with powers ranging from -70 dBm to T2dBm. So, in the instance most used in this 
experiment, there would be an x polarised pump field at the EPR transition, a z polarised 
pump field at the Rabi transition, and a weak x or z polarised probe field, resulting in three 
RF power supplies. The probe field power supply originated from the spectrum analyser, the 
Hewlett Packard 4396A Network/Spectrum Analyser. The signals were summed and then 
passed through the coils, before being dumped onto a 50 D load.
The output is then the beat signal of the RF fields and the optical probe coming from the 
dye laser. The spectrum analyser then allows for easy collection of the data, and it is also 
possible to perform phase sensitive detection, so the absorption and dispersion of the probe 
spectrum can be extracted. The results were saved to PC, and further analysis was performed 
using SigmaPlot or IDL (interactive data language). Now that the experimental setup is well 
understood, it is time to move on to the theoretical underpinnings of the Rabi transition. In 
Chapter 2, the Dressed State formalism will be extended using the Doubly Dressed States to
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Figure 1-13: The schematic of the experimental setup. Details can be found in the text. (A) 
refers to the case where the probe field is x polarised, and (B) the case where the probe is z 
polarised.
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solve for the dynamics of the Rabi transition.
1.7  Sum m ary
In this introduction, the basic TLA theory was presented, encompassing both the semiclassical 
and quantum-mechanical theoretical frameworks. The geometrical presentation of the Bloch 
equations was developed, and this representation was used to demonstrate the existence of 
the Rabi transition. It was further shown that this transition arose when an x polarised field 
interacted with the basic TLA, and the transition was amenable to study by a second z polarised 
field (assuming the system had a permanent dipole moment). The semiclassical dressed states 
were used to derive the basic Rabi transition’s spectrum when probed by a weak z polarised 
field, showing that its strength was directly proportional with the population difference in the 
dressed states. The Rabi transition established, the experimental system was then presented. 
The TLA studied is a transition between EPR spin states within the ground state in the N- 
V centre in diamond, and the detection method is the Raman Heterodyne method. In the 
following chapter, the fully quantum mechanical doubly dressed state formalism is carefully 
developed, and is applied to explain the emergence of the Rabi transition.
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C h apter 2
D oubly Dressed State Formalism
In the introduction, the concept of the Rabi transition was introduced. Here, transitions be­
tween the doubly dressed state doublets become allowed if the system has a permanent dipole 
moment, and the second field is polarised along the same axis as the TLA. These ideas are 
developed more fully in this chapter, where the analytical results of using the doubly dressed 
state formalism are presented, showing the effects on the spectroscopy of the driven TLA 
when a z polarised pump field is applied. Doubly driven systems have been extensively stud­
ied theoretically [IT]-[31], but there are limited experimental studies and these all involve two 
near resonant fields. They include several studies examining the strong pump, strong probe 
situation [32]-[38], resonance fluorescence [45],[46], and the Autler-Townes probe absorption 
spectrum [47]-[50]. This formalism then uses the theory of the doubly dressed states [51] and 
[52], used with varying success in the traditionally doubly driven systems, and it is found that 
the formalism is a very natural one to examine the Rabi transition with high accuracy. The key 
point is that the dipole moment of the TLA can always be resolved into components parrallel 
to and perpendicular with axis of the TLA. The application of two driving fields polarised par­
allel with these two components (the x and z polarised pump fields) then many of the rather 
difficulties with the solution of the equations in the traditional scenario can be avoided because 
of the symmetry of the situation.
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2.1 N otation
The following shorthand and notation is used extensively throughout the thesis for ease of 
presentation
Fieldx: refers to an x polarised pump field 
Fieldz: refers to a z polarised pump field 
Probex: refers to an x polarised probe field 
Probez: refers to a z polarised probe field
2.2 The “atom + 2 fields” Ham iltonian
The system consists of two energy levels |g) and \e) of energies 0 and hwo respectively, coupled 
to an x polarised magnetic field of frequency u>x and a z polarised field of frequency u>z. The 
Hamiltonian for the system is then given by
H =  H 0 +  H X+ H Z (2.1)
where the parts of the Hamiltonian characterize the non-interacting TLA Ho, the interaction 
with the near resonant x polarised field under the RWA H* (as introduced in chapter 1), and 
the interaction with a low frequency z polarised field 7iz where the system has a permanent 
dipole moment associated with the upper state.
Ho =  M ) |e) (e|
H x =  fkox ( a i a + ^ + h g ( \ e ) ( g \ a + \ g ) { e \ a ^
Hz =  hujz ^6*6+ +  hk \e) (e| (b +  6 ^
where a(b) and a^  (6 )^ are the annihilation and creation operators for the x(z) polarised field 
respectively and g(k) characterises the interaction strength of the TLA with the x(z) polarised 
field. If |n) denotes the number state eigenstates of a^a (i.e. Fieldx) and \m) denotes the 
number state eigenstates of b^b (i.e. Fieldz) then the above operators can be written
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oo oo
a — ^  \/n  \n — 1) (n| a) — \/n  |n) (n — 1|
6 = ^  ^/m |m — 1) (m\ lm ~ 1) (m l
This defines the bare state system as the combination of the bare atom basis ( |e ) , |g)) and 
the number state basis for the fields, for example
The above Hamiltonians can be examined in more detail.
2.3 Dressed states - dealing w ith the first pum p field
Starting with the case where only Fieldx is actually interacting with the system, (i.e. only 
consider the Hamiltonian Hi = Ho + Hx) the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the above 
basis as
|e,n,m ) =  |e) <8> |n) ® |m)
Hi = Ho + H x
OO
n = l
where the identity operator I and the ‘spin’ operator Se are defined as
OO OO
oo
Se = e ,n)(e,nj
n = 0
se = |e ,n )(e ,n | S£ = \g, n) (g, n\
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\e,n ~ 1) (g,n\ = \g,n) (e,n -  1|S n+
In all of the cases considered in the following, strong pump fields are considered (i.e. n, m  
1) so the terms in the above Hamiltonian associated with the n — 0 case can be disregarded. 
The Hamiltonian 7i\ is therefore separated into an infinite ladder of manifolds, with each 
manifold referring to the energy level doublet associated with the nearly degenerate levels 
|e , n -  1) , |g,n) .
« 1  = £«? 
n—  1
H " =  h + tox tn — i 
+ft9vAi (s? + Si)
Ä - 1 + hux ( n +  ) S"
(2.4a)
These equations can be written in matrix form
where the detuning 6X = lüq—<jjx and the Rabi frequency associated with Fieldx \x  = 
have been defined. Here the basis is taken to be
19,n) = | e , n -  1)
0
1
The second matrix is diagonalised with a simple transformation to the dressed states basis
|l ,n )  =  cos0n \e, n — 1) +  sin#n \g, n)
|2,n) = — sinOn |e ,n  — 1) +  cos9n \g,n)
where the following definitions have been made;
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cos2en = - ^ ~  sin2On = (0 < 26n < n)
i E i E
where the generalised Rabi frequency (Q™)2 =  6X +  (xx ) 2 • Under this transformation, equa­
tion (2.5) becomes (where H' refers to the Hamiltonian transformed into the dressed state 
basis)
H i' = h ( - o;q +  noj
1 0 \ h / - 1  0
+ 0 n Mo i /  1 V o  i
or in operator form
nr = h U a *  +  n u A  r  +
where the operators are defined as
I n =  |l,n ) ( l,n | + |2,n) (2,n|
S? = -  |l ,n )  ( l ,n | +  |2,n) (2,n|
The Hamiltonian, when diagonalised, produces an infinite ladder of energy level doublets, 
with the energy level splitting between each doublet given by wx and the intra-doublet splitting 
given by the generalised Rabi frequency In the strong field case n »  1, and the Rabi fre­
quency Xx — — 2^^/n varies only by very little between the various (high) values of n. Therefore, 
the Rabi frequency can be considered to be fixed (xx ~  Xx) f°r the physically relevant energy 
levels, which simplifies the picture. Now the energy level doublets are separated by wx, but 
the intra-doublet spacing is given by the fixed value Qx which is independent of n. A schematic 
representation of this is shown in fig 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: The energy level scheme for the singly driven TLA. On the left, the bare state 
transitions are driven by a field of frequency detuning 8X and Rabi frequency \ x .
2.4 D o u b ly  d ressed  s ta te s  - d ea lin g  w ith  th e  secon d  p um p  field
Section 2.3 demonstrated how the dressed states diagonalised the Hamiltonian associated with 
a single field interacting with the two level system. In the case of a second, z polarised field 
interacting with a system with a permanent dipole moment this formalism is elegantly extended. 
To begin with, extending the notation to include the number states of Field2
|e,ra,m) =  |e,n) <8> |m)
and examining the interaction term of the Hamiltonian (2.1) Hz
Hz = hk \e) (e| (b +  b^
oo
= hk ^  y/m |e ,n — l ,m  — 1) (e, n — l,m |
m=l,n=l
oo
-{-hk ^  \ fm \e ,n  — l ,m)  (e,n — l,m  — 1|
m=l,n=l
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To understand this interaction, it is convenient to transform it into the dressed state basis
OO
7~i? =  hk \frn (cos Qn 11 ,72, m  — 1) — sin 9n 12, 72, m  — 1))
m=l,n=l
x (cos 9n (1, n, m\ — sin 9n (2, 72, m \)
OO
+hk ^  \frTi (cos 6n 11 ,7i, 7n) — s in 6n |2 ,72, 772))
m=l,n=l
X (cos 6n (1,72, m — 1| — sin (2,72,772 — 1|)
= wf’r  +  •ar + wf
where the three subcomponents are
\A™ cos Qn sin 9n (|2 ,72, m  — 1) (1,72, m\ +  11,72,772) (2 , 72,772 — 1|) (2.8a)
71.771
H®'ar =  —hk^2, V™cos9n sin9n (|2 ,72, 772) (1 , 72,772 — 1| +  11,72,772 —  1) (2,72, m|) (2.8b)
71.771
H ^'rr = h k Y ^  y/mcos2 9n (11,72 , 772 — 1) (1, 72 , 772| +  11,72, 772) (1,72, 772 — l|)
71,771
+hk \/m sin2 9n (|2 ,72, 772) (2 , 72,772 — 1| 4 - 12,72, 772 -  1) (2,72, 772|) (2.8c)
71.771
It is useful at this point to discuss the physical interpretation of these terms. The first term 
H^'r represents transitions between the dressed states 12 ,72) and 11,72) with a concurrent loss 
or gain of a photon from Fieldz. The transition frequency between the states |2 ,72) and 11,72) 
(i.e. within the doublets of the dressed state basis) is given by the generalised Rabi frequency 
Qx. So for the case where Fieldz is nearly resonant with this transition, the so called Rabi 
transition, H^'r represents the resonant interaction where, for instance, the system is raised 
from the 11,72) to the |2,72) state with a concurrent loss of a photon from Fieldz. As can be 
seen, the form of this interaction is completely analogous to equation (2.4a) which describes the 
interaction of Fieldx with the bare states. It is clear then that the basic physical interpretation 
of the permanent dipole moment interaction is similar to that of the normal dipole moment 
interaction, except that the Fieldz interacts with the dressed states rather than the bare states. 
It is obvious then that the Rabi transition only arises in response to an initial pump Fieldx
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though the Zeeman effect can be seen as the natural limit of this process as \ x 0-
The next part of the interaction Hamiltonian, 7i ? ’ar, is responsible for anti-resonant inter­
actions. These anti-resonant terms describe interactions such as |l,n )  —> |2,n) coupled with 
a interaction \m — 1) —> |m) which clearly do not conserve energy. The terms are equivalent 
to the types of terms that appear in the standard driven two level atom which are discarded 
when taking the rotating wave approximation. Likewise, these terms in this expression can be 
discarded if Qx is large and the detuning of Fields (6Z) is also not large. The second condition 
also applies to the more traditional RWA, but the second condition (which is already assumed 
above anyway) is important as flx determines the transition frequency of the Rabi transition. 
Clearly, the smaller this transition frequency, the less valid the RWA becomes.
The last terms H ^ 'rr describe a higher order interaction of the Fields with the Rabi tran­
sition. To understand this, consider H ?,rr rewritten in the following form
OO
H®'rr = (cos2 9n |l,ra) ( l ,n | +  sin2 6n |2,n) (2,n|) (b +  6^
n =  1
which now looks like the standard interaction of a z polarised field with a system with 
a permanent dipole moment. Whereas in the bare state, only the excited state \e) had a 
permanent dipole moment associated with it, in this case it is clear that both the excited 
state (2, N) and the “ground” state 11, AT) have permanent dipole moments associated with 
them. This difference does not affect the essential physics of the situation. Clearly then, this 
terms refers to the interaction of Fieldz with the second order Rabi transition generated by the 
interaction of Fieldz with the Rabi transition. This transition can be dubbed the Rabi of the 
Rabi (refered to as Rabi2) and it will have a transition frequency related to the detuning of 
Fields from the Rabi transition 6Z and the Rabi frequency of Fieldz x f 'm which, by analogy 
between equations (2.4a) and (??) is given by
Xnz'm = 2ky/m cos 6n sin 6n
and therefore the Rabi of the Rabi has a transition frequency given fi”,m
(ft? ' 1” ) 2 =  <5 2 +  (xtmf
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Figure 2-2: A schematic showing the emergence of the Rabi of the Rabi transition. The 
original transition is driven by Fieldx which gives rise to the standard Mollow spectrum plus 
the (emissive in this case) Rabi transition. A Fields drives the Rabi transition, which leads to 
a Mollow spectrum around the Rabi transition, and the emergence of its own "Rabi’ transition, 
the so called Rabi of the Rabi.
In Fig 2-2 a schematic pictures demonstrates how driving the Rabi transition gives rise to 
the Rabi of the Rabi (Rabi2).The original driven transition causes the emergence of the Rabi 
transition between the singly dressed states. This transition, when driven, gives rise to the 
doubly dressed states, and a new transition at the intra-doublet separation frequency, the Rabi 
of the Rabi transition.
In most experimental cases, ljz , meaning that the Fieldz is well detuned from this
higher order resonance, and so its effect is assumed negligible. This assumption is clearly going 
to be erroneous in two cases. Firstly, when the power of Fieldz is such that x”’m ~  so that 
Fieldz is nearly resonant with Rabi2 the interaction will be sizeable in nature and cannot be 
ignored. Secondly, there is the case where 6Z is large enough that Fieldz is nearly resonant with
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Rabi2 again. The results of experiments such as these will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Assuming then the conditions 1 ra <C n, the final result for the expansion of the full 
Hamiltonian in the singly dressed state basis is given by
oo
H = Y l
n ,m = 1
where the components of this Hamiltonian are
^n,m h ( \( + nuJx + w z di
- \ - h
( i
I 2^0 +  +  ujz + \ n ’
—hky/m cos 6n sin 6n (<r_ +  cf+)
with the definitions for the dressed state “spin” operators
<t\ — |l,ra,ra) ( l,n ,m | <72 = |2, n ,m  — 1) (2,n ,m  — 1|
<7+ + <t_ =  |2 ,n ,ra  — 1) (l,n ,m | +  |l ,n ,m ) (2,n,m  — 1|
Each one of these manifolds can be viewed in matrix form
'Hn 'm  _  ^ +  rUVx +  TTlUJ^j ^
_ h  (  s z x nz ' m  \
2 V )
with the basis states given by
|2, n, ra — 1) =|l,n ,ra ) =
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This is again easily diagonalised by transforming to the Doubly Dressed states.
\a ,n ,m ) = cos(j)n m |2 ,n ,ra  -  1) +  sin0n m |1, n,m )
Iß ,n ,m ) = —sm(f)nTn |2 ,n ,ra  — 1) +cos(f)nrn |1,n,m )
where the angles are defined as (where 8Z =  flx — u z is the Fieldz detuning)
c _ n.m
n ±  ■ n i  __  Xzcos l(pn rn Qn,m sin Z(pn m Qn>m 
giving for the final result
'j_£n,m k ( - C J q +  n^x  +  Tnw
+ '
/ - 1 0  
0 1
or assuming that there is no n ,ra  dependency (i.e. n, m 1) in the parameters (that is, 
Fields and Field2 are of high power)
^ 71,771
In summary, the bare states interact with Fields which then results in the singly dressed 
states (as eigenstates of the “atom + 1 field” Hamiltonian). As long as the system has a 
permanent dipole moment, these dressed states may then interact with Fieldz with transition 
frequency given by the Rabi frequency Dx. This interaction, when included in the Hamiltonian 
with the non-resonant terms discarded, produces the doubly dressed states. Just as the dressed
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Figure 2-3: Doubly dressed state energy level diagram. The dressed state basis is further split 
by the application of the z polarised field (of detuning 8Z and Rabi frequency \ z )  to the ^abi 
transition.
states form an infinite ladder of energy level doublets, so the double dressed states also form 
a “lattice” of doublets. Each doublet is uniquely identified by the field strengths n, m  aid is 
centered about the energy h (^cjo + ncjx +  mojz) , while the intra-doublet spacing is given by 
hflz. A representative diagram of this is shown in fig 2-3.
The doubly dressed states are traditionally used to study doubly driven systems, hovever 
their utility is often limited in the standard doubly driven systems. They usually require 
that more stringent conditions are met for them to be useful. Here, however, because cf the 
orthogonal nature of the driving field polarizations, it is possible to use the doubly driven 
formalism to generate a more broadly useful set of solutions, which are acceptable for a wide 
range of experimentally viable parameters.
2.5 T h e M a ster  E q u ation
In the previous section, the Hamiltonian describing the doubly driven system was diagondised 
by using the doubly dressed states formalism. To proceed further, the effects of relaxation must 
be incorporated into the system, allowing spectroscopic results to be obtained and coimared 
with experiment. To include relaxation terms, the standard approach is to examine the Master
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equation which gives the equations of motion for the density matrix p under conditions of 
spontaneous emission from the excited to the ground state [9]-[12],[63].
The Master equation is given by
P = - i [ n , P] ~ ^  ( s+ S -p  + pS+S -)  +  r (2.10)
where S+ — |e, n,m ) (g,n,m \ and S - = \g,n,m ) (e,n,m | are the standard spin raising and 
lowering operators. The Master equation, it should be noted, deals with a system that allows x 
polarised spontaneous emission, but disregards the spontaneous emission terms that would arise 
from z polarised emission due to the permanent dipole moment. The interaction between the 
atom and the reservoir that leads to this Master equation only include the off-diagonal dipole 
coupling terms (for example, proportional to |e) (g|) rather than the on-diagonal coupling terms 
that would lead to spontaneous emission at the Rabi transition.
However, since the frequency of the transition over which these sorts of emissions occur 
is given by Qx which is in all cases studied here much less than the bare state transition 
frequency a;o, any spontaneous emission terms would be dominated by the contribution due 
to the x polarised transitions. This is readily apparent when examining the Weisskopf-Wigner 
spontaneous emission decay rate
r  i  ^\p?
47TC0 3/lC 3
where p is the dipole moment and ui is the frequency of the spontaneous emission. So, in 
the case where the dipole moments px and pz are of the same order, and luq Ox it is clear 
that the rate of x polarised decay Tx will strongly dominate over the rate of z polarised decay 
Tz due to the co3 dependence of the emission rate.
There are two approaches to solving equation (2.10). The first approach, not adopted here, is 
to write the equation out in the bare state basis, which results in simple terms for the relaxation 
results, and attempt to solve it that way. However, the Hamiltonian tends to be complicated in 
this basis, and the solution is often not analytically reducible. However, if the Master equation 
is written in the double dressed state basis [9], the Hamiltonian is diagonalised, making those 
terms trivial. Several crucial assumptions about the relaxation of the system can then be made,
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and an analytical solution is possible.
As a first step, the operators S+ are written in the doubly dressed state basis.
S+ =  Y  \e ,n ,m) (g ,n ' ,m' \
n,m,n' ,m'
1
=  Y  rfj |z,n,m ) 0',n -  l ,m  + x| (2.11)
n ,m ,i , j  X —  —  1
where the i,j indices indicate either a  or ß, and T?- gives the matrix elements of S+ in the 
doubly dressed states basis.
The following table outlines the particular values of the matrix elements
M atrix  E lem ent R a te
r - 1QÖ — ^  sin 20 sin2 6
r°a a — ^  cos 20 sin 26
r 1a a sin 20 cos2 6
r -11 a ß — sin2 6 cos2 0
r°1 a ß  ^sin 26 sin 20
r 11 a ß — cos2 9 sin2 0
p - i  
1 ß a sin2 6 sin2 0
r°1 ß a \  sin 26 sin 20
r 11 ß a cos2 6 cos2 0
p - i
Lßß  ^sin 20 sin2 6
p0
Lßß \  cos 20 sin 26
r 1Lßß — |  sin 20 cos2 6
These matrix elements can then be used to calculate the elements of the Master equation, 
which can then be solved by making specific assumptions. These solutions then readily yield 
the spectra of absorption, fluorescence and Autler-Townes style experiments.
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2.5.1 The Doubly Dressed state populations
To begin with, the following notation for the matrix elements of the density matrix p is em­
ployed;
where z,z' = a ot ß. Returning to the Master equation (2.10), recall that the Hamiltonian 
H is diagonalised in the doubly dressed state basis. The Master equation for the populations 
is calculated by sandwiching the equation between the appropriate states
where the commutator [7i,p] vanishes as the Hamiltonian has been diagonalised. In gen­
eral, this equation results in a complex infinite series of equations, where the evolution of the 
populations is coupled via the relaxation terms to coherences and so on. To proceed, the next 
step is to take the secular approximation, whereby the population terms and coherence terms 
are decoupled. This is because the coherence between two states of energies Ea and Eb always 
rotate at exp (ih (Eb — Ea)t), but the populations have no such terms. If all of the energy levels 
are well separated (i.e. any energy differences AE  any of the linewidths) then it is assumed
that all of the coherences evolve approximately independently, and the populations also evolve 
independently of the coherences. In practice, this implies that the natural linewidth of the 
original transition, T obeys the following condition
or, in spectroscopic terms, all of the resonances are well separated. Under these conditions, 
the population equations of motion reduce to
i,n ,m  _
d u  i’n’m (z,n,ra| (S+S-P  +  pS+S-) +  ^S -p S + \  |z,n,m)
r < nz <
d i.n ,m T (z, n, m\ S+S _ Iz, n, m) p\i,n ,mi,n ,m
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= -rE E (r?i)2^:":™ + rE E (2-12)
j  x = - l  j  x = —1
The next important assumption is tied to the assumption of earlier that n, m  1. This 
condition allows the observation that there should be very little variation between the doublets 
in the dressed and doubly dressed states basis, that is that x n’m does not depend on n,m . 
This is extended here to the populations, where it is assumed that — P'jn'mi i-e-
that the population difference between corresponding energy levels (for example |l ,n ,ra )  and 
|1,ra — l,77 i+ l)) in neighbouring doublets is negligible. In terms of the familiar singly dressed 
states, the condition of strong fields leads to the approximate equality of the populations in the 
|l ,n )  state and the |l ,n  — 1) state. Note, however, that there might be considerable difference 
between the populations in |2 ,n ,m ) and | l , n  — l,ra) for instance. This assumption is only 
valid when applied to corresponding energy levels.
Applying this important assumption to equation (2.12) the final rate equations for the 
populations are arrived at.
= E E (+)2C::+rE E n
j  x ——\ j  X——1
Taking the trace of these equations over the field numbers n ,m  and defining the reduced 
density matrices
xy  J , n + x , m + y
a i j  ~  Z _ >  P i,n ,m
n, m
so that the populations become
Pi au
The rate equations then become simply
dPg
dt —r a - > ß P a  +  rß^ apß (2.13)
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d P ß
—  — ^ ß ^ a P ß  +  ^ a - + ß P a
The rates of population transfer are then given by
= r ^  (r^ ) 2 = r £  (r
x — — \ x — — \
The rate equations (2.13) are easily solved to find the steady state populations P^/ß of the 
doubly dressed states
p s t  _
pst
T/3 -»a
I > _ a T  Tq,^^  
Tq^/3
r  ß —»a t  Tq,—»^
and the transient solutions are
Pi (r) =  P f  +  (Pi (0) -  i f )  e- r p°pT
where the populations relaxation rate Tpop =  Tß^a+T0r_,ß. The parameters can be expanded
Ta_>ß =  (sin2 0 cos2 0 )2 +  (cos2 6 sin2 0 )2 + ^ -  sin 29 sin 20^
Tß^Q =  (sin2 6 sin2 0 )2 +  (cos2 # cos2 0)2 +  ^ -  sin 26 sin 20^
It should be noted that in the case when Fieldx is on resonance (i.e. cos# =  sin#) then the 
two rates become equal so that
p s t  _  p s t  _  1 
r a — *ß — 2
independent of the detuning and Rabi frequency of Fieldz. This can be understood by 
examining the populations of the singly dressed states when Fieldx is on resonance. In this case
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the populations of the singly dressed states are equal. Hence, the interaction of Field2 with the 
Rabi transition becomes equivalent to a field driving a transition with zero initial population 
difference. This raises the important point that the Rabi transition cannot be directly observed 
when the Fieldx is on resonance. However, as will be seen, the interaction of Fieldz with the 
resonance still occurs, and will have an impact on the Mollow spectrum of the original transition.
If Fields is off resonance, but Field2 is on resonance, then likewise the populations of the 
doubly dressed states are equal, which is completely analogous to the one field singly dressed 
atom case.
2.5 .2  D ou b ly  D ressed  S ta te  C oheren ces
The next equations to solve from the Master equation are the equations of motion for the 
coherences. Again, the secular approximation is employed to decouple any coherences that 
correspond to different transition frequencies. It is convenient to break up the coherences into 
two broad categories which will be useful for the calculation of spectral features in the future. 
The first case includes coherences that have degenerate frequencies, producing rate equations 
very similar to those produced for the populations. The second case generates equations for 
the coherences for which no degenerate frequencies with other coherences exist.
Coherences of type p
Since the coherences Pa]njn,rn+V and Pß'n^,m+V revolve at the same frequency, they cannot 
be decoupled in the master equations when taking the secular approximation. The Master 
equation for the evolution of these coherences is therefore given by
d  i ,n-\-z ,m +v
d t P i 'n 'm
1
-i(zu>x + vuz) -  r £  (r“ ) 2
y=-1
i , n + z , m + v
P i,n ,m
1
, r  V '  /p ? / \ 2 J ,n + z ,m + v
\  l i )  P l tn ,m
y=— 1
where l = a, ß  when i = /?, a. Performing the trace over the field variables, the equations 
reduce to the rate equations
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[-2 ( zujx + v u)z) -  r a ^ ß ]  (TzavQ + r ß-+a o f ß
[~i (zux +  UWZ) -  T ß ^ a ]  (Tßß +  T a ^ c r ^
which, aside from the free evolution terms, are entirely analogous to the population rate 
equations(2.13). The solution of these equations is given by
<rfy (r) =  ( f f  -  ( f f  -  <T% (r)) e~r^ T) (2.17)
showing their relation to the population solutions, with a free evolution component.
C oherences o f ty p e  p™ß
Finally, coherences of the type p*^ are solved for. These coherences, by the secular approxima­
tion, can be decoupled from all other coherences and populations, resulting in the equations of 
motion
^  ß ,n + z ,m + v
d tfa 'n'm
d  a ,n + z ,m + v
d tPP'n'm
(-< («* + + r«*) pP'£Z’m+v
( - 2  ( ~ t t z +  ZU)X +  VU)Z) ~  Tcoh) P ß ^ ' m+V
or in reduced density matrix terms
Jt aZß<* = (“ * +  ZUJx +  vu)z) -  Tcoh) (T™a (2.19a)
=  (-* ( - 0 * + zljx +  vljz ) -  Ycoh) a zJß (2.19b)
where the coherence decay rate is
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y=-1
where the fact that T ^  =  —Taa has been used to simplify the expression. The overall 
solutions for the coherences of this type are then given by
All that remains is to now use these results to obtain the various spectra for the different 
types of spectroscopic measurements.
2.6 C a lcu la tion  o f  S p ectra
2 .6 .1  F lu o r e sc e n c e  S p e c tr a  
C alculation o f spectral com ponents
The calculation of Fluorescence spectra is a well established procedure. In the experiment, the 
emitted light from the sample excited by the coherent radiation is collected. The resultant 
emission intensity spectrum is required, which is given by the following expression
As previously, this expression actually calculates the x polarised emission only. However, 
since the effects of z polarised relaxation were ignored, the x polarised emission spectrum 
provides the more valuable and accurate information.
In the previous section, the solutions for the equations of motion for the various components 
of the S+ operator were found, and these solutions are employed to evaluate equation (2.21). 
In order to do so, it is important to apply the quantum regression theorem which shows that
< ^ ( t ) =  a aß (0)exP ((-« (-ft*  +  ZL)X +  vuz) -  r co/l) r )
(Tßva (r) =  aZßa (0 )exp ((-i{Q z + zcjx +vivz) - T co^ t )
( 2.21)
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the expectation value of the operator (S+ (r) S'- (0)) obeys the same equations of motion as 
the expectation value of the operator (S+ (r ) ) . Examining the spectral distribution of (S+ (r)) 
(and referring to equation (2.11))
(S+ (r)> ( E  E  r l \ i , n , m ) U , n - U m  +  y\
\ n , m , i , j  y = - 1 t
E E
y=-1
(2.22a)
The definition has been made
(s?’v) =
<rjily =  (\i,n,rn) { j ,n  —  l , m  +  y\)
The Master equation generates the equations of motion for the coherences from equation 
(2.19a) for instance,
d_ _  ( _ <  (ft2 - ujx +  yu3z )  -  Tcoh) ( s % ß,v}
By the quantum regression theorem then the equations of motion for the component of the 
(S+ (t ) S_ (0)) expectation value becomes
Jt ( s ^ v (r) 5_ (0)) =  ( - i (SI, - u x +  -  «*) ( s ? ( r )  (0)) (2.23)
where the expansion
<S+ (r)S_ (0)) = Y, E  ( « + * M ( ° ) )
*>j y = - i
has been made in much the same manner as equation (2.22a). Likewise
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I  { s f a'v (r) S_ (0)) =  ( - * (-S 1 * -U . +  J W ,) - r , ,* )  ( s f * '"  (r) S_ (0)) (2.24)
The solutions of these two equations of motion are
(S%ß'y ( r ) S -  (0)^  =  (0) SL (0)^)exp(-i (Qz -  u x + yuz) -  Tcoh) r
^ g ß ’a >y (r ) S -  (0)^ =  (0),S_ (O )^exp(-f ( -Q 2 -  a;x +?/u;2) -  Tco/l) r
For the other components of the (S+ (r) S -  (0)) operator
|(a 5 * » (T )s_ (o ))  = ( - i ( - w,  + JU!) - r H ) ( s ,« ( T ) i ( ( i ) )
(2.25)
where i = a / ß  and l = ß /a ,  and the fact that T^ =  —T^ is employed. To write down the 
final solution of this equation and equations (2.23,2.24) it is necessary to evaluate the initial 
condition terms. Here, it is assumed that the system has reached its steady state before the 
spectroscopic measurements are begun. The expression for these terms is given by
(0) &_ (0)) =  £  1%.^- ( V ? r y )
I ,Y  SS
In the steady state limit, it is clear from the equations (2.17,2.196,2.19a) for terms like 
cr^r , that only in the case where i = I  would there exist steady state limits, and also only in 
the case where y — Y  — 0 would the steady state limits not average out to zero (since the steady 
state solution has rotating terms for the case where y — Y  ^  0). This means that these initial 
conditions reduce to expressions that depend upon the steady state populations of the doubly 
dressed states;
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(s+ ,v(o)S- (o)) =  ( r f j )2ff*
Thus, the solutions to equations (2.23,2.24) are given by
( s “Ay (r) SL (0)) =  ( r y^ ) 2 exp (—i ($12 — a)* +  y u z) — Ta,h)r
2
( s ? '“ 'w (r) S-(0)) =  ( r yQ) PJft e x p ( - j ( - n 2 - w x +  yw2) - r co(l) r  
leaving only equation (2.25) to be solved. Upon transforming to the rotating frame
(t ) (0 )^ =  rji exp ( - i  ( - u x + y u z) r)
the equations can be written in matrix form
where
T/3—a
T/3—*a
Matrix A  has eigenvalues 0,rpop =  Ta _>0 +  Tß-+a. This means that the following relation 
holds true
 ^ S+a'y (t ) + S ^ ,y (t ) S_ (0)^ =  (a +  6e rpopT) exp ( - i  (~ cjx + yuz) r) (2.27)
which leads to the following limits: In the r  —> 0 limit (again assuming the system has 
reached the steady state)
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cl b S%ß ’v (0) + s j “'v (0)
(r L ) 2 +  ( r ^ ) 2 p ß
(I'D2 { K l +
s _
=  (r D ‘
and in the r  —> oo limit, where it is assumed that the operators become decoupled
a exp ( - i  (-w* +  yw*) r)  =  ^ [s+’a,y (r) +  S^,/3,y (r) ^  (5_ (0)>
Using the fact that
=  r yiiP*t e x p ( - i ( - u j x +yu;z)T)
an expression for a can be derived
a = ( S - ( 0 ) ) 3tr*g (P$l - P « )
It only remains to evaluate (S~ (0))s f. Here, the secular approximation is again applied, so 
that only the terms that rotate at the same frequency as (r)y are kept. This leads to
the following expression
«MO»- = E E {aV*Y
y= - 1
= r
and the overall coefficients in the equation (2.27) are then given by
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<> = (rw)2(l - ( Pß - P a ) 2)
All of the relevant terms in the expansion of {S+ (r) S-  (0)) have now been evaluated, and 
it only remains to produce the final expression for the Fluorescence spectrum.
T h e F lu o rescen ce  S p ectru m
The integrand in equation (2.21) has been evaluated, so it is simple to write down the final 
result
Using the expression of earlier on, we evaluate the individual components of the spectrum, 
for example
y= - 1
(2.30)
and
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(2.31)
^  5Z  Re [ ° °  ( s + ’a ’y (r ) S -  (0)) e iu,Td,T 
y= -i ' 0
\  A ^ |^ py \ 2 p s t _________ ^ c o h_________
1 7T V ^ö y ß  ( u  -  U)x  -  Q z  +  yLO z) 2 +  Tcoh
and finally
-  V  Re7T ^
y= - 1
l
y=-i
S_ (0)\ e*"Tdr
= r E
rL pop
\2
y=-i
giving for the overall spectrum
+i  E  ( ^ )  (i -  (pp ^s4)2) 7—(cj — ojx +  y u z) + r (2.32)pop
3M = l  E  { r % ) 2P Z L VA°h (“ - “ * + n z + y u z) 
V = - l
y ~  1
+£ E  ( r yßßy  P ? )2)  La™  + y“*)
y = - 1
+r E  (rw)2 (*£ - ^ ‘)2 («> -  V“ *)
y = - 1
with the expanded definition of the Lorentzian to allow for different linewidths
The spectrum therefore consists of nine Lorentzians (the incoherent part) and the coherent
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Standard Fluorescence
With driven Rabi transition
Figure 2-4: The incoherent part of the on-resonance Fluorescence spectrum. Firstly, the 
standard driven TLA is presented, with \ x — 10 MHz. In the second plot, Fieldz is applied on 
resonance to the Rabi transition, with — 2 MHz.
part associated with the delta function in equation (2.32). Four resonances appear at the 
frequencies cj =  ljx dt u)z ±  two at cj =  cvx ±  f2z, two at uj — ljx ±  toz and finally one 
resonance at u  = u x . The weights of the lines are seen to be simple products of the dressed 
state populations and the transition rates as given earlier. For example, to calculate the weight 
of the Lorentzian that appears at to = cox +  u)z +  12z, which refers to emission from the state 
\ß ,n ,m )  to the state |ck,n — l,m  — 1), one simply uses the population in state |/?,n ,m ), given 
by Pßl , and the rate of the relaxation, given by the weight then being given by PJ*.
The on-resonance case is presented in fig 2-4. The only surprise is the suppression of the central 
peak, which is due to the fact that the relaxation rate goes to zero when the fields are on 
resonance. As mentioned before, the Fluorescence spectra are presented here for completeness, 
however they are not the focus of this thesis since the experimental system gathers absorption, 
not fluorescence data, and the full theoretical analysis of this is performed in chapter 3.
This simple procedure, well known in the singly dressed atom case, easily extends then to the 
doubly dressed atom case. This symmetry enables the use of the doubly dressed states, which 
are useful over a broad range of experimental parameters, and provide analytical solutions for
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Vk
Field x
v__
Probe level
Field z
Bare State Dressed States
Figure 2-5: The schematic of the Autler-Townes spectrum. The doubly dressed states are 
probed to a third, weakly interacting level, leading to four resonances.
the spectroscopic features of the doubly driven two level atom.
2.6.2 A utler-T ow nes S p ectra
Like fluorescence spectra, the Autler-Townes spectrum is also very easily calculated. The 
Autler-Townes spectrum arises when the two level atom is probed to a third level. The third 
level is assumed to be far enough away that the pump fields don’t couple either the ground or 
the excited level to the probe level. The configuration is shown in Fig 2-5.
The spectrum is easy to calculate. Assuming that the probe fields couple the \g,n,m)  level 
to the third level |3), clearly then, the doubly driven system, when probed to the third level, 
will exhibit a four peak structure, as the traditional Autler-Townes doublet is split again by 
Field2. The weight of each line is proportional to the product of the steady state population in 
the doubly dressed state P?s multiplied by the projection of the doubly dressed state basis onto
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the bare state i.e. |(z, n7, m'\g, n, m)\2 where i — a / ß  denotes the doubly dressed states. The 
following table shows the weights of the lines, as well as their frequencies (assuming that the 
third level is separated from the ground state by frequency cog3 and the probe beam frequency 
is given by ujp).
C oupled Levels Peak  Frequency W eight
|/3, n,m ) -»■ |3) C J p  —  2 ^ “x 2 Pps (sin (f>cos0)2
|a , n , m )  —»• |3) U J p  — id^3 2 2 ^ z P£s (cosß cos6)2
1 ß , n , m -  1) -> |3) L ü p  — UJg3 +  — ^^2 PßS (cos</>sin 6)2
|o:,n,m  — 1) —► |3) i ü p  — T" 2 ^ x  T 2 PaS (sin (f> sin 9)2
The widths of the lines are given by the sum of the natural linewidth of the level 3 and the 
width of level |z, n, ra). The spectra of the singly and doubly driven on-resonance case is shown 
in Figure 2-6.
The Autler-Townes spectrum provides the simplest and most easily understood example of 
the calculations that are possible using the doubly dressed state basis. Finally, the last of the 
common spectroscopic techniques is examined, and the results for the absorption spectrum are 
discussed.
2.6.3 The probe absorption spectrum
In this situation, a probe beam is scanned over the same transition as the one the pump fields 
are driving. In this case, the fluorescence calculation is readily generalised to include absorption 
as well as stimulated emission, and the overall probe absorption spectrum is then given by the 
difference between the two. At least a qualitative understanding of the system is clear just 
from observing the population differences in the doubly dressed states. For example, if the 
probe is coupling the |/3, n,m ) state and the \a ,n ,m  — 1) state, and PßS > PJß then the overall 
absorptive pattern will be emissive for that transition. To calculate the weights of the various 
spectral lines, one needs to calculate the following;
9  (<j ) =  — Re /°°  ([S+ (r) ,S_ (0)1) e‘" Td r  (2.34)
n Jo
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Figure 2-6: The Autler-Townes spectrum (top) in the singly driven case where Fieldx is applied 
on resonance to a transition with \ x = 10 MHz. The probe beam level is chosen to be (rather 
arbritrarily) at 150 MHz. In the second case (bottom), Fields is applied on resonance with the 
Rabi transition, with \ z =  2 MHz. Note the graph scales are different, so the doubly driven 
signal is considerably smaller than the singly driven spectrum.
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The first term of the commutator within the integrand in equation (2.34) is calculated 
above, and the second term (the pure absorption term) can be calculated in exactly the same 
way. Therefore only the overall results are shown here. The analysis leads to a series of 
Lorentzians, again with very simple interpretation. For instance, the line at ivx +  lüz +  1ttz 
corresponds to transitions between the |/3,n,m) and |a ,n  — l,m  — 1) states, where the weight 
of the line is simply given by (Pß — Pa ) , the product of the relaxation rate and difference
in population between the populations. To summarise, the Lorentzians and their weights are 
shown on the following table.
Lorentzian (7 =  —1 ,0 ,1 ) W eight
] J c o h  (u; — CJX  +  f t z  +  7CJZ) 5 f a , ] 2 ( p-
l ^ c o h  (a; — u j x  — +  7u;2) I (rJa)2 ( P~  P a )
The absorption spectrum is very straightforward in this approximation. Note that in the 
case of the pump fields being on resonance, the spectrum reduces to zero. It is well known 
[3]-[4] that in the standard Mollow spectrum, this is also the case - however when the theory 
is studied more carefully, there is a weak on-resonance signal. This is certainly also the 
case here, and the next chapter will deal with the semi-classical theory, which is more exact 
(though in some ways less intuitive) than the above analysis. More discussion of the absorption 
spectrum will therefore be held over until the following chapter, though it is apparent here that 
the basic dynamics are simply understood in terms of the population differences between the 
doubly dressed levels, and the coherences between the levels, in a manner that is completely 
analogous to the standard Cohen-Tannoudji analysis applied to the singly driven TLA. In fact, 
this essential symmetry between the ‘bare TLA +  Fieldx’ interaction and the ‘Dressed TLA 
(Rabi transition) +  Fields interaction form the central idea of this thesis, and the level to 
which the symmetry holds highlights the interesting dynamics of this doubly driven TLA.
2.7  Sum m ary
In this chapter, the basic process for solving the dynamics of the Rabi transition was carefully 
presented. The analysis proceeds in three basic steps
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1. Interaction of Fieldx with the bare TLA is handled by transforming to the dressed state 
basis
2. Apply the RWA to Field2. Field2 is then seen as driving transitions between the dressed 
state levels, with transition frequency Dx.
3. This interaction of Field2 with the dressed states is then handled by transforming to the 
doubly dressed states, which naturally diagonalises the ‘driven TLA + Field2’ Hamiltonian.
During this process, it is noted that the interaction of Field2 with the Rabi transition also 
generates its own ‘Rabi transition’, the so called Rabi of the Rabi. Field2 also interacts with 
this transition, but in many cases this interaction can be ignored. Chapter 3 discusses these 
higher level interactions, and the effect that they have on the dynamics of the system, as well 
as providing the semi-classical analogue of the above calculation.
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Chapter 3
Sem iclassical Regim e
Chapter 3 outlined the first calculation that was performed to model the physical system of a 
two level atom interacting with two pump fields, one x polarised (that is, parallel to /ue5), and 
the second z polarised (parallel to ßee). The calculation introduced the doubly dressed states, 
which provide an elegant and intuitive mechanism for diagonalising the Hamiltonian. The 
spectroscopic results were generated from this, showing the chief features in the Fluorescence, 
Autler-Townes and probe beam absorption cases.
However, some relatively stringent approximations had to be made along the way. In par­
ticular, the secular approximation was required to proceed with the solution. As is well known, 
the on-resonance probe absorption spectrum for the singly driven system does indeed show a 
marginal signal, but this is not evident in the previous analysis. Clearly, an analysis with a 
broader applicability is required. This chapter shows the results of employing the dressed states 
to solve for the same situation, but in the semiclassical regime, where the atom is modelled 
quantum mechanically, and the fields are classical [13]-[15j.
In order to proceed with the calculation, it is necessary to make several approximations. The 
first is that the rates of transverse and longitudinal relaxation ( r  and 7 respectively) are equal. 
This ensures that a transformation to the dressed state frame does not introduce off diagonal 
relaxation terms. The second major approximation is the rotating wave approximation, related 
to the one taken in chapter 2.
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3.1 T he eq u ation s o f m otion
Consider a two level atom coupled to one x polarised classical field,
E x = xE x cos u xt
and one z polarised field
E z =  zE z COSLJzt
These fields are inserted into the Hamiltonian for the dipole interaction in matrix form
H — li  • +
h (  ° Xx
\  Xx 0 ,
cos ujxt “I- H
0 0
o 2Xz
cos u zt
where the Rabi frequencies \ x and X z  have been defined as
LLxE x 
h
ß z ^ z
2 h
and it is again assumed that the excited level |e) has a permanent dipole moment, and the 
ground state |g) has none. Therefore fiz = fiz |e) (e| and fix = /ix (|e) (^| +  |^) (e |) . Using this 
equation with the Liouville equation for the density matrix equations of motion
P = ~ \
and the individual components of the density matrix are obtained
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Pge =  2 %  COSO)ztpge -  i \ x  COS UJxt ( pee ~  pgg)
Pgg ^Xx COSOJxt ( peg Pge)
Pee =  *X x  COSU)xt ( peg -  pge)
where the fourth equation is left out as peg — pge. Next terms for the two level atom Ho = 
huio |e) (e| as well as the standard phenomenological relaxation terms are added. Furthermore, 
defining the population difference W  = pee — pgg, these equations become
Pge =  {* (w 0 +  2X z COS Ulzt) — T }  p ge — %\xc o s
W = ‘2ixxcosajxt (peg- p ge) - r ( W - W e‘i)
where the isotropic phenomenological relaxation rate T has been included. Finally, the 
transformation to the rotating frame is performed;
Pge =  P g e ^
Peg =  P e g ^ ’ 1
and the standard rotating wave approximation is taken by dropping all of the anti-resonant 
rapidly rotating terms. This leads to the final form of the Bloch equations which arise from the 
doubly driven system, as shown in chapter 1,
-jjpPge =  {^(6* + 2x^ cosw t^ ) - ^ } p 9e-^ Y W , (3.5a)
w  =  I X r  ('Peg ~  Pge) ~  T (W -  W e") (3.5b)
where the detuning 6X = u>o — tux- This equation describes the dynamics of the doubly 
driven system. To solve it, the doubly dressed states are once again needed, but this time they
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are the semiclassical doubly dressed states. These arise in an entirely analogous fashion to the 
fully quantum mechanical ones, as shown in the introduction.
3.2 T he sem ic lassica l d ressed  sta te s
To solve equations (3.5a, 3.56) it is firstly necessary to transform the equations into the semi­
classical singly dressed state basis
and the generalised Rabi frequency f = 62x +  \ x  *s defined. This basis is the semi-classical 
analogue of the fully quantum mechanical dressed states which were employed in the previous 
chapter. In this basis, equations (3.5a, 3.56) become
|1) =  cos# |(?) — sin# \e)
|2) =  sin# |g) -f cos# \e)
where the angles are defined as
c o s 2 # = ^  sin 2# =  ~
P12 =  i (n x + 2Xz cosa)zt  -  r ) pl 2 -  ix'z coscüztWd -  peq2 
Wd =  2i^z coscüzt(p21- p 12) - T ( W d -  W edq)
(3.7a)
(3.7b)
where the definitions have been made
Wd —  P22 — Pn
= -T  sin 26W eq =  2
xxrw e*
2QX
wedq cos 2 eweq =  ^ -w eqA lx•X
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Xi =  -sin26>xz = ~f^Xz
X'i =  cos 2 0Xz =  ^-Xz
Clearly, these equations have much in common with the standard Bloch equations. This 
demonstrates the effective symmetry that underlies the system, as explained in the introductory 
remarks using the graphical representation of the Rabi transition. In fact, the only substantial 
difference is that now the equations involve an equilibrium coherence p^.  It is clear then what 
the physical interpretation of equations (3.7a, 3.7b) is. Fieldx interacts with the two level system, 
“generating” the Rabi transition. Field2 interacts with the Rabi transition with a transition 
frequency given by Qx. Furthermore, the time dependent term proportional to cosu zt in 
equation (3.7a) shows that Field2 will also interact with the Rabi of the Rabi, generating a 
series of higher order interactions (see section 3.5.2). In the dressed state basis, part of Field2 
interacts with the Rabi transition (term proportional to x 'J , and part of the field interacts 
with the Rabi of the Rabi (term proportional to x^)- This equation describes the dynamics 
of the Rabi transition, and it is clear that as was seen in Chapter 2, the Rabi transition is 
entirely analogous to the standard bare transition. The Rabi transition has an off diagonal 
magnetic dipole interaction with a field that is polarised at right angles to it. This leads to the 
x'z term. The x^ term arises from the fact that in the off-resonant case (i.e. when the Fields 
is off resonant: 6X i=- 0), there is a component of the Field2 that still lies parallel to the axis of 
the Rabi transition.
To see this, examine the classical magnetic dipole (recalling that it is entirely analogous 
to the semiclassical ‘Bloch’ vector). In the classical dipole treatment, a static magnetic field 
is defined to lie along the z axis which defines the axis of the system. The magnetic dipole 
will precess about the static field with frequency given by cjq, the Larmor frequency. This is 
equivalent to the bare state transition frequency ujq. If a field rotating about z at frequency 
lü\ and strength x  is applied, a transformation to the frame rotating with frequency uq is then 
required to remove the time dependence of the rotating field. In the rotating frame, the static 
magnetic field now has a Larmor frequency of <5 = So in this rotating frame, we now have
a new static field, given by <5z+xx. The magnetic dipole (Bloch Vector) now precesses about 
this new, static field with a frequency given by the generalised Rabi frequency Q. =  a/ x 2 +  <52.
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If a z polarised field of frequency cuz «  Q is applied to the system , then it is unaffected 
by the transformation to the rotating frame. In the rotating frame, we see that the linearly 
polarised z field is actually composed of two, oppositely rotating circularly polarised fields. One 
of these fields is nearly resonant with the precession frequency of the dipole in this frame and 
the other is anti-resonant. It is the antiresonant component that can now be discarded, which 
is the rotating wave approximation. Now, the origin of the Rabi transition, and the origin of 
the higher order terms, is clear. Since any non-zero 6 will ensure that the Bloch vector <5z+xx 
is not perfectly at right angles to the z axis, then only a component of the z polarised field 
actually drives the Rabi transition, since only a component of the field cos 20) is actually 
orthogonal to the axis of the Bloch vector. This component is the one at right angles to the 
Bloch vector. The remaining component of the z field is actually parallel to the Bloch vector, 
and plays a role in higher order interactions, by driving the Rabi of the Rabi transition that is 
generated by the interaction of the perpendicular component of the z field. These higher order 
interactions will be examined in section 3.5.2.
To proceed analytically from this point, two approximations must be applied which are 
entirely analogous to those made in chapter 2. Firstly, it is assumed that ujz is sufficiently large 
that it is possible to transform these equations to the rotating frame and then take the rotating 
wave approximation in exactly the same fashion as shown earlier. Transforming to the rotating 
frame
Pl2 — PU6*“*1 
P2\ =  P2\e~lUJzt
the equations of motion become (after the RWA has been applied)
j t ~Pi2 = * (6, + 2 ^ ' cosu!zt -  r) p12 -  i ^ W d -  P ile -“ «' (3.9a)
Wd = ( f t, -  p12) -  T {Wd -  W 'q) (3.9b)
where the detuning Sz = Qx — u)z has been defined. This approximation is taken under the
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assumption that the system is
(i) strongly driven. This allows for a large Rabi frequency ttx .
(ii) that a)z is on or near the Rabi resonance.
Therefore, since ljz ~  Vtx and Q,x is sufficiently large, the rotating wave approximation is 
valid in this new frame. In the experimental system studied in this work, Rabi frequencies are 
typically of order 5-10 MHz in size, which certainly validates the taking of the rotating wave 
approximation, considering the initial Larmor frequency uj «  70 MHz. The effects of not taking 
the rotating wave approximation will be examined in section 3.5.1.
To proceed from this point, it is assumed that u z is nearly resonant with the Rabi transition, 
and that x2 <  This implies that cjz will be very far detuned from the Rabi of the Rabi 
transition, and so this higher order term will have only a negligible impact on the results. When 
<52 <C Xz <  lh en we have a number of results. Firstly x^ <C Xz- This comes about because 
the interaction of Field2 with the Rabi transition is proportional to x^, and the interaction with 
the Rabi of the Rabi is proportional to x^- Physically, since the Rabi transition is at f2x, and 
Field2 is nearly resonant with this, we expect a Rabi of the Rabi to be generated with at ~  Xz* 
Field2 is well detuned from this new interaction, so the interaction of Field2 with the Rabi of 
the Rabi can be ignored. This time dependent term proportional to x'z 1S therefore neglected, 
and the final form of these equations may be arrived at
These equations then describe the interaction of Field2 with the Rabi transition, which was 
generated by the application of Fieldx to the original transition. To solve these equations, it 
is necessary to employ the semiclassical doubly dressed states, defined in a manner entirely 
analogous to the definition seen in chapter 2;
~ P i 2  =  i ( t>z - T ) p v z - i ^ W d - p \ \ e - '  
w d = i^z (p2i -  pn ) -  r (wd -  W7)
eq —i u z t (3.10a)
(3.10b)
a) = cos 0 11) — sincf) 12)
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\ß) = sin 0|1) 4- cos(f) |2)
where
6Z V
cos 2(f) = —  sin 2(f) = —-
and the new generalised Rabi frequency U2 = ö2 -j- (x^.)2 is defined. This basis, which was 
introduced in the case of the fully quantum mechanical equations in the previous chapter, was 
derived from the essential symmetry of equations (3.10a, 3.106) with equations (3.5a, 3.56) for 
the standard Bloch equations. When the equations of motion are transformed into this basis, 
the following equations result;
P a ß  =  (Xh ~ r ) p aß -  f ä ß  -  ( P _ € - ^ 1 -  (3.12a)
W,M = -r (Wdd -  W 2 )  +  WT (e“ ' 1 +  (3.12b)
with the following definitions
W d d  =  Pßß — P aa
eq ! r  • o  j . j x r eq ^ z T  W 7Paß =  sm 2(f)Wdq =  
wZ  =  costyW? =
p ~ = (^1_Ä) = ^ 2COs20
P+ =  f ( 1 - k ) =
w 'r  =  - P i l ^ f -  = - s i n 2 # i |
To reiterate, these equations describe the dynamics of the TLA which is driven by two 
classical fields. Fieldx drives the original TLA atom transition which will then produce an x 
polarised transition at the Rabi frequency of the original field Qx. A second, z polarised field can
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now be applied to this new transition. Now examine the general properties of these equations. 
Equations (3.12a, 3.12a) are easily solved for the steady state limit, giving for the coherences 
as t —> oo
P a ß  — Paß  +  P a ß e  +  P a ß e ™ zt  ( 3 -1 4 )
where the components are given by
P i ß  =  - p eaqß L ( ~ ü z )
Paß — ~~P-L(—üJz — £lz )
P a ß  ~  P + L  if^z
Now the steady state population terms are examined
w dd = w° + w ~1e~*u>*t +  w 'e ™-1 (3.16)
where
w° =  W 2  
w l =  wTL (üjz ) 
w~l =  wrL { —ujz)
Clearly then, the population dynamics consist of a steady state component WJJ and a 
rotating component, due to the steady state coherence set up by the first pump field (i.e. oc 
£>1 2 )- The population in the doubly dressed states undergoes Rabi flopping, with frequency given 
by ujz , with an in phase component proportional to cos a)zt given by
- 2  pc^ L A(wz)
and a component out of phase (i.e. proportional to sinu;2£) given by
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2 pH £ - L d (u,z )
This contrasts with the standard singly driven system (i.e. \ z ~  0) which only has a 
steady state population term, and does not include this population flopping. This is because 
the standard driven system does not have a steady state coherence term to drive population 
flopping. To compare the singly and doubly driven systems, examine equations (3.7a, 3.76) 
without the second pump field (which is simply the singly driven system).
P 12 — — T) P \2  ~  P \2
wd = - r  (wd -  wedq)
which has steady state solution
Psi\ = -p‘&L(-nx)
wr = w?
It is obvious then the clear differences between the doubly driven and the singly driven 
solutions, in particular the lack of oscillating components in the solution. Now, it is easy to 
compare the steady state population values in the singly and doubly driven scenarios. Firstly, 
in the singly driven case, the steady state populations of the singly dressed states are
p" = \{l+kweq)
and for the doubly driven case the steady state populations of the doubly dressed states are
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Recalling that W^q is the steady state population difference between the singly dressed 
states, it is clear that their forms are analogous, and equally clear that in the case where 6X =  0 
then P°l = Pßl regardless of the detuning of Fieldz as was demonstrated in Chapter 2. This is 
because if the first field is on resonance, then the singly dressed states have equal populations, 
and when the second pump field is applied, it is equivalent to driving a two level system (in 
this case, the Rabi transition) with no initial population difference. It is therefore no surprise 
that the net effect is to have equal doubly dressed state populations.
So far, it is obvious that the interaction of Fieldz with the Rabi transition is fundamentally 
very similar to a normal pump field driving a traditional two level system. It has however 
several advantages. Firstly, there is the obvious advantage that this is a doubly driven system 
which allows an analytical solution. From an experimental point of view, the Rabi transition is 
of interest because it allows better results than the bare system in many cases (see Chapter 1). 
Finally, the Rabi transition provides a two level atom to explore, but one with many tunable 
characteristics, like transition frequency, dipole moment and so on.
Now that the doubly driven dynamics are known, it is now possible to derive the the probe 
absorption spectrum. It is also possible to derive the fluorescence spectrum, but since the main 
experimental thrust in the thesis is the probe absorption spectra, the fully quantum mechanical 
calculation for fluorescence has been performed in chapter 2 only. Here, the analysis is restricted 
to only the probe beam absorption spectra.
The first thing to understand before undertaking this calculation is that there are two 
separate regions that can be probed. An x polarised probe beam, which drives transitions 
between the |g) state and the |e) state (the bare states), can examine the effect that doubly 
driving the system has on the probe absorption spectrum in the region about the original 
transition frequency u;o- More interestingly however, as was shown in chapter 1, a z polarised 
probe (which drives transitions between the dressed states) can be used to examine the Rabi
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transition directly.
3.3  P rob in g  th e  R abi tra n sitio n
It is possible to examine the probe absorption spectrum at the Rabi frequency in the doubly 
driven TLA. To perform this calculation, the doubly pumped results (Equations 3.16,3.14) are 
used to calculate the solution to the first order in the probe field, Probe*. The equations of 
motion for the doubly driven system, with a strong pump on the original transition, a strong 
pump driving the Rabi transition, and finally a weak probe in the region of the Rabi transition, 
are given by (in the rotating frame)
^  P ge  = { ( ( f>x + ‘i- X z  COSUzt  + 2a coswp() -  T} pge -  (Y  W
w  =  i x A h g  -~pge) - T ( W  - W ' * )
where a  is the (weak) probe Rabi frequency and u>p is the probe frequency. Writing this 
equation out to first order in the probe power a
+ 2x2cosw*t) —r} p (y  +2iacosuiptp^> (3.22a)
^ (1) =  % ,( 0 S ) - / & ,) _ r W (1> (3.22b)
The equations (3.16,3.14) are then employed as the zeroth order solution p^J. To proceed, 
exactly the same procedure is applied. A transformation to the singly dressed basis is firstly 
applied, then to the rotating frame (applying the rotating wave approximation) and finally a 
transformation to the doubly dressed state basis is performed. Again, the higher order interac­
tions of Field* with the Rabi transition are ignored. The final form for equations (3.22a, 3.226) 
after these transformations is given by
P a ß  =  -  F ) Paß  +  a  coscjpt (p_e l“zt + p0 + p+elu)zt)
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Pßa =  -  r ) Pa/3 +  ö  cos^pt (p* elu>zt 4- Po +  0+e *Wzt)
W ^} =  -T W ^ J  +  acostüpt (m _e"^ 2t 4- w0 4- w+eiu;zt)
where
p_ =  i sin 20 (cosl 2 0W jj -  sin 2 0 p ^ )  
p+ =  - i  sin 20 (sin2 </>Wdsj  4- sin 20pJJ) 
p0 =  i cos 20 (2 cos 2(f>Paß 4- sin 2<f)Wdd)
and
w0 =  - 2 i  sin 2^ cos 20 (pjg, -  psJß)
W- =  2i sin 20 (p* ^  cos2 </> — p ^  sin2
tc+ =  2i sin 20 (Paß sin2 0  — Pp« cos2 0)
recalling that these terms (e.g. p_) are all time varying as well since they are all functions 
of the zeroth order solutions p*^, psßa and Wdd, given in Equations 3.14 and 3.16. That is, 
they can all be written in the form (for instance)
l
p_ =  J2 P -e iku,zt 
k=—1
and so the final form for the solutions of the above equations would then be
l
Paß =  PaßL (kwz 4- Icjp -  f l z ) exp (ikwzt ) exp (ilcjpt )
fc=-l 
l
Pßa  =  2^ Pßt^  4- lujp 4- f t z ) exp (ikwzt ) exp (ihvpt )
f c = — l
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where
Wjß =  wk,lL (kcoz +  loJp) exp (ikcjzt ) exp (ilcopt )
f c = - i
#  = \ a {p-+l+p°+ rf-'1)
«;*■' = taAul+' + wJ-l-w*“1)
Only the portion of the solution that is relevant to the probe absorption spectrum is pre­
sented. Therefore, only the bare state population terms need to be examined. These need to 
be written out in terms of the doubly dressed state solutions
PT0,1 =  — sin20 ^cos2 (f)pa^,1L_l l  — sin2 4>pßal ^ - i fi +  ^ s'm2<fnv 1,1L_1?1
-  sin 29 sin2 4>p^ßL i^ +  cos2 >1 +  ^ sin 2(f)w1’1 L i ^
+ cos 26 ^—2 cos <f>sin</> X +  P^a^o,i) +  sin 2</>u;0’1Lo,i^
with the definitions for notational convenience
/ ~  ^  T  2/^p f i ,)
L t y  =  L  ( XUJz +  y u P +
L x , y  — T ( • ^ ' ^ 2  T 2/n^ p)
The solution is then a series of nine Lorentzians, with linewidths T, and weights given in 
the following table:
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Lorentzian W eight
L (c^p u^2 f^z) — sin 20 cos2
L i^ÜJp CÜ2 "1” sin 20 sin2 ^ p ^ ’1
L { y j p  ^ z ) — |  sin 26 sin 2(fnv~1,1
L (u^p -(- u )z  f^z) sin 26 sin2 4>p^ ß
L (c j p  +  luz +  f72) — sin 26 cos2 c^p^
L [ i O p  +  c u z ) — ^  sin 26 sin 2(frw1,1
L (yLÜ p — cos20sin20p^
L (aJp T  l i 2) — cos 26 sin 2 </>p^
L (iop) cos 20 cos 2 (fxw0,1
Clearly then, the Rabi transition is split by the applied field, resulting in a Mollow type 
spectrum, with peaks at u z, u)z ±.Qz. Note also that the Rabi of the Rabi transition L (ljp — IL) 
is present, and is probed by Probe2 also. The interaction of the pump Field2 with this transition 
was ignored in the analysis, however the transition itself still appears since the probe beam, of 
course, interacts with it also.
Further, notice that there is also a peak at cj p =  0. This is not surprising, since when the 
probe beam approaches 0 frequency, it will behave in the same way that a static field behaves 
on the bare state (i.e.. it will change, slightly, the original transition frequency wo). This 
Lorentzian is to be expected, but will not be of much interest here.
The full form of these weights (which are quite complicated) are given in the Appendix. To 
further understand the dynamics of the situation, several simplifying approximations can be 
made under some particular circumstances, listed below.
3.3 .1  F ield x on  resonance case
Previously, it was seen that driving the initial transition on-resonance (i.e. 6X = 0) quenched the 
Rabi resonance, since the populations in the upper and lower dressed states equalised. It is to 
be expected then that driving this “hidden” transition would not produce any probe absorption 
spectra around the Rabi transition. This is indeed the case. Noting that p ^ ,  Po, wo — 0
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in this limit, then all of the weights of the above Lorentzians reduce to zero, as expected. The 
Rabi transition behaves like a TLA with a steady state population difference of zero and the 
net absorption of the probe beam is zero.
3.3 .2  F ieldz on  resonance case
Examining this circumstance (6Z = 0), the results in tabular format are
Lorentzian Weight
L {<-Op cuz a ' ( p eJßL ( - Q z) - p H L ( - n x))
L [pip z T Liz) a ' (p‘a*ßL ( n z) - p H L ( - n x))
L {pip coz) a ' ( tpZ l a ( n z) -  pH ( L(~ n x + qz) + l  ( - n x
L (lüp - a ’pH( -  2iLD{nx) + L ( n x - n z) - L { - n x - n ,))
L (cjp'j 0
where the results have been defined in terms of the dressed state and doubly dressed state 
equilibrium coherences p^  and pe^ .  Also the following definitions have been employed;
ol = - f a  sin 20,
pH =  cos 2 
PZ =  sin W Z
A typical example is shown in figure 3-1. This demonstrates some of the surprising differ­
ences between the split Rabi case and the standard Mollow spectrum. Firstly, notice that the 
sidebands at cjz ±  Qz are asymmetric because of the term cos 26pey2L (—Qx), whereas in the 
standard Mollow case these are symmetric peaks. This highlights a difference between the two 
systems. In the Mollow case, the bare TLA that is driven has no equilibrium coherence (only an 
equilibrium population) - however in the Rabi case Field2 acts on a system with an equilibrium 
coherence, notated p \ Furthermore, the Rabi of the Rabi transition, produced in entirely 
analogous fashion to the Rabi transition, is visible despite the fact that the doubly dressed 
state populations are equalized. Recall that the Rabi transition is not visible in the case where
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Figure 3-1: the Rabi transition with ^ = 1 0  MHz, Xx=10 MHz which is then driven on resonance 
by Field2 where \ z=3 MHz. (A) is the undriven Rabi transition, (B) is the driven case.
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Field* is on resonance, since the populations in the singly dressed states are equalized.
These features deserve extra attention. The standard Mollow situation sees a TLA driven 
by Field*. Two observations relevant to these discussions are that;
1. the basic (undressed) TLA has an equilibrium population difference W eq
2. the basic TLA has no equilibrium coherence (i.e. pegqe =  0)
Now, once the TLA has been dressed by Field*, then a new TLA is produced, with resonance 
centred at the Rabi frequency. Making analogous observations about this system,
1. the dressed ‘Rabi’ TLA (call it TLAß) has an equilibrium population difference given 
by W eq =  cos 26W eq
2. TLA# now has an equilibrium coherence peq2 =  — \  sm29TW eq
This is the key difference between the standard Mollow and the TLA^ systems. Notice 
that the surprising features in the above spectrum, the asymmetry in the sidebands and the 
appearance of the Rabi of the Rabi transition, are both features proportional to peq2. The 
equilibrium coherence in TLA/j clearly allows for new interactions that manifest themselves 
as these features after transforming to the doubly dressed states. In fact, if peq2 is imagined 
to equal zero, then the analogue of the original Mollow spectrum is recovered. To see this, 
compare the results of the standard on resonance Mollow spectrum;
Mollow Lorentzian W eight
L (o jp  ujx  fl*) \ ia p \lL  ( - Q x)
L (uJp cjx  T fi*) \ ia p \lL  (Qx)
L {oJp u)x ) i \a p \q2LA (0*)
with the results from above with the only change being that peq2 is set to zero, and sin 26 = l 
(the on resonance Mollow case);
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R abi Lorentzian W eight
L ( i ^ p  i d  z \ i a p eqß L ( - n z )
L { id  p UJ2  “ t “  ^ 2 ) \ i a p eJß L ( ü z )
L (idp i d  z  ) a P a ß L A  ( ^ * )
L { id p  ^ 2 ) 0
L 0
Clearly this demonstrates that it is indeed equilibrium coherence in TLA/* that is the 
cause of the extra interactions that give rise to the modified spectrum. The interactions 
come from the mixing of the singly dressed atom states caused by this coherence, which allows 
weak interactions not demonstrated in the basic Mollow case. Examine the peak centered 
at Up = u z +  Qz which, borrowing the notation of the fully quantum mechanical case for the 
sake of clarity, is equivalent to the transitions between 12, n,m ) and |l ,n , m — 1). Note that 
the ‘anomalous’ interaction giving rise to the asymmetry in the sidebands is proportional to 
L { —ilx). Examining the case of well separated peaks (i.e. ujz Qz T) it is possible to 
approximate this
l  (-nx) ~  - i l d (-$V) ~
whereas the ‘normal’ (Mollow-like) term is proportional to
L  ( - H z) ~  z—
and so it is expected that the ‘anomalous’ term is significantly smaller than the normal one. 
To reiterate, the normal term is due to mixing between the doubly dressed states, attributable 
to the doubly dressed state steady state coherence peqß. This mixing occurs in the standard 
Mollow spectrum. However, TLA/*, conceptually analogous to the bare state transition in the 
standard Mollow circumstance, displays an equilibrium coherence of p\q2. This introduces the 
asymmetry since there are unequal populations in the singly dressed states. If the original
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Fields were on resonance, then all of the cos20pey2 terms disappear (as indeed does the entire 
spectrum) which effectively removes the asymmetry.
3 .3 .3  H igh Pow er C ase
When probing the undriven Rabi transition with a weak probe, the spectrum was considerably 
simplified if the high power limit (similar to the secular approximation in the previous chapter) 
was taken. In this limit, u z Qz T. The limit assumes that the Lorentzians are well 
separated. This is still a useful limit to take in this case to at least get some sense of the off 
resonance dynamics. Note that this approximation is only taken for the off resonance case. 
As before, note that in the high power limit the zeroth order solutions become
p°aß =  - PeaqßL ( - n z) ^ - i p eQqßLD (n z)
Paß = P— L  ( ^z  ^z) ~  iP -L p  (cjz) 
piß = P+L (uz -  n z) «  - i P +LD (ivz)
and for the population terms
» 0  =  wz
w { — w+L ( cjz) ~  —iw+Ljr> {coz) 
w~l = w+ L (—cjüz) «  iw+ Lf) (u>z)
Noting that in general p°aßL D (Üz) «C W ^  as p°aßL D (fiz) a  then looking at one of the 
terms as an example
p°_ =  ism 2 e (c o s2<t>WZ +  ism2<t>peaqf3L2 (n z)') 
~  i sin 26 cos2 (f)W^
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and
p_l = — sin29Lo  (u;2) (cos2 (fnv+ -f sin2(f)P-)
As pZl oc L q (coz), a small number, then pQ_ pZ1 ■ This sort of argument, when used 
with the remainder of the terms, considerably simplifies the weights of the Lorentzians. The 
new weights (for the experimental peaks i.e. cop > 0) are then given in the table below;
Lorentzian W eight
L {ojp toz —ia A W ^  cos4 (f>
L (cOp coz T ia A W ^  sin4 0
L (cop coz) \a  sin2 26A'pe*ßL D (Qz)
L — ^ zacos2 2# sin2 2(f>W^
L (cOp) -2 a  cos2 26A' pe£ßL D (Qz)
where
A =  ^ sin2 26 
A7 = cos 2(f) sin 2</>
The absorption and dispersion are given as
A = A b scxS W 0'1 
D = Disp ocSW 0’1
In interpreting these results, it is useful to bear in mind the simple rule that if the weight 
of the Lorentzian is real, then the absorption spectrum will be dispersive in nature, since the 
absorption spectrum is proportional to the imaginary part of a general Lorentzian (of form 
L (x ) =  L a (a?) — iLp  (x)) times a real weight. Looking at the experimental peaks
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Peak A bsorp tion
CVp = UJZ +  Clz —aAcos4 Q W ^L a (up — loz — Qz)
(jJp — LÜ z ^2 a  A sin4 4>Wdd L A {ojp — u)z +  Q.z)
Ldp — Lü z — ^ asin2 29A'LD (Dz) p ^ L p  (u)p -  u z)
LUp — ^  z — ^ acos2 29 sin2 24>WddL A {ujp — Dz)
oIIft.3 2a cos2 29A'Ld (ttz) p^ß^D (^P)
and for the dispersion spectrum
Peak D ispersion
UJp — ^z —aA cos4 (f)WedqdL p (lop — cjz — Qz)
ujp —  üj %  ri 2 a A  sin4 (f)Wd^ L D (ljp -  ujz +  Qz)
UJp — CÜ % ^asin2 29A!Ld (fiz) pe^ßL A (u>P -  cjz)
cjp — — ^ acos2 20 sin2 2(f)WddLo  (cup — Qz)
Up = 0 - 2 a  cos2 29A! peqßL A (Dz) L A (a>p)
There are four major peaks (as well as a minor one at ujp =  0), centred at the Rabi of 
the Rabi (ljp = D2), at the driving frequency (wp =  w2) and at two Mollow-like sidebands 
(ujp = <jjz ±  Qz) . Looking at the general form of these weights, it is obvious that the peak 
at u)p = ujz is very much smaller than the other peaks, since it is proportional to Lp (Qz) ■ 
The signs of the Mollow sidebands are worth examining because A oc Wdd = cos 29 cos 2(f)Weq, 
these obviously have opposite sign always, just as in the case for the standard Mollow spectrum. 
Further, if Fieldx is negatively detuned (i.e. 8X < 0), then there is more population in the |2) 
singly dressed state (the higher energy state): there is a population inversion in the dressed
states. When a weak probe examines the Rabi transition, then it will be emissive in nature. 
If Field2 is then applied, and is negatively detuned, 6Z < 0, then the situation is reversed (since 
in this Rabi transition, the steady state population is now positive), and there will be more 
population in the doubly dressed |a) state. It is expected in this case then, that the transition 
from |/3) to |a ) , characterised by the Mollow peak at u p =  ljz +  Qz, will be absorptive in
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Rabi o f the Rabi
Mollow type sidebands
||3.n,m>
|a,n,m>
IP
|a
,n,m-1 >
>
Dressed States Doubly Dressed
States
Figure 3-2: The energy level scheme where Field* and Field* are both negatively detuned. 
The circles represent the populations in the levels, and the transitions for the major peaks are 
shown, with the arrows indicating whether the transition is absorptive (up) or emissive (down) 
in nature. The fully quantum mechanical notation is used here for pedagogical clarity.
nature, which is indeed the case (W*j% < 0). It would also be expected that the Rabi of the 
Rabi transition would likewise be absorptive, which again holds true. It can be seen that these 
peak positions and signs follow from a very simple analysis, and the resultant behaviour in this 
simplified case is exactly as predicted (see Fig 3-2)
It is worthwhile, once again, comparing these results to those of the standard Mollow spec­
trum in the high power limit. The Mollow spectrum has the following form in the high power 
limit (recalling that W%q is the steady state singly dressed state population difference):
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Lorentzian W eight
l  (sp -  n x) cos4 0W^q
L (6p +  Q,x) i f  sin4 0W edq
L ( h ) sin 26cos 2 0 (Q*)
which is clearly entirely analogous to the above results. It is plain then that the split Rabi 
spectrum behaves in an entirely analogous fashion with the standard Mollow spectrum, and can 
be understood in the same terms. The only differences, then, are the transition at the Rabi of 
the Rabi, and the transition at 0 frequency. In these broad terms, as allowed in this high power 
approximation, the split Rabi spectrum behaves in exactly the same fashion as the standard 
Mollow spectrum. Note that as part of this approximation, the terms that are proportional to 
the ‘anomalous’ p\q2 have all been dropped. These terms will change the situation somewhat, 
but since they are all proportional to L {ljz) then it is expected that these modifications will 
be slight, as in the on resonance case mentioned above. Some examples of the interactions are 
shown in figure (3-3)
3.4 P rob in g  th e  original tra n sitio n
As seen above, the Rabi transition can be seen to undergo a Mollow split like any normal driven 
TLA, with the Rabi of the Rabi transition emerging, and so on. It is also, of course, possible 
to delve into the other regime, the probe absorption spectrum at the original transition, the 
doubly driven Mollow spectrum. The Bloch equations with the Probe* included are as follows
J t Pge =  {' {ß x  + 2Xz COSW*t) -  F} p g<! -  l y f f  -  l ^ W r - ' 6”1
W  =  iXx { h 9 -  Pge) ~  ( ~ ~ ?  -  W c<)
where the probe field detuning 6P is given by
6p  —  Lüp Lüx
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3 - 0  2 j. Original Transition J
-  1 0
probe frequency (MHz)
-  0.05
- 0.05
Rabi ol- 0.10
§  - 0-20
prob« frequency (MHz)
a  0 0
prob« frequency (MHr)
Figure 3-3: Off resonance driving of the Rabi transition. Initial (bare) state transition is shown 
in the inset, with an arrow indicating the position of Fieldx (<5X =  —5 MHz, \ x =  5 MHz). Rabi 
transition is then emissive under these circumstances. The arrows show the position of Fields 
(6Z — ±0.5 MHz, Xz = 3 MHz) in the bottom graphs (a) and (b). Note that graph (b) shows 
the spectrum discussed in the energy level diagram shown above. Note that the Rabi of the
Rabi is at + (sin2#xz)2 hence it appears to be lower than 3 MHz.
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The procedure is exactly the same as above so only the results are shown. The final 
equations of motion of the coherence in the doubly dressed state basis are given by
j / a l  = (*»• - r) $  + £
/c, / = —1
where
=  —  i — sin2 9A
2
OrH1 =  s in 2 9 C
2
7-1,1 =  z— cos2 9 B  2
7 i , - i =  z— cos2 BA 2
7i,o =  i — sin 2 0 C  2
7 i,i =  sin2 9 B2
7o,x
YIIHoII
where
A
B
C
sin 2 0 ^  -  cos2
sin 2 # ^  +  sin2 <f>Wsdsd
cos 24>p%ß +  i  sin 2(f)W^
Now for the population terms
= - rw did + Er(l)
where
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P-1,-1 — —ia  sin2 6D
P-1,0 — —i ^  sin 26 sin 2(f)E
P -1,1 — —ia  cos2 6D*
Pl,-1 — ia  cos2 0D
Pi,o — —i ^  sin 26 sin 2(f)E
P\,\ ~ - i a  sin2 6D*
where
D = cos2 (j)psßsa +  sin2 <j)psasß 
E = Psßa -Paß
Each of the coefficients A ,B ...E  are further subdivided into 3 rotating terms since they 
contain the zeroth order solutions, giving for example,
A1 =  sir\2<f>p^ — cos2 <fnvl
and each component above is broken down into (for example)
.. _ . ,—1 a —iijjz t I .,0 I .,1 j i jJz tP -\,0 ~ P -\,0 e + P-1,0 +  P -i,ie
The final form of the equations of motion are then
W $  =  -T w jV  +  wk,leik6pteilu}zt
where
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Paß ~  Ik ,l- 1 + 7 k,l + Ik  1+1 
w>c'1 =  / 4 , z - i  +  +  Pk}+1
Finally, the term  pge rotating at the probe beam detuning 8p (the probe absorption spec­
trum) is,
p]'e = cos2 0 (cos2 <t>pla ß l L {_  i -  sin2 f  _ i +  cos 0sin  0U»1’-1 Li _ i )
-  sin2 6 sin2 0p<^ L j~ 1 4- cos2 0 p ^ L |5l 4- cos 0 sin 0 in 1,1L i>i^
4- cos 0 sin 0 ^—2 cos 0 sin 0 (p*p£j~0 +  P p a^ to ) +  (cos2 <t> “  sin2 0) w1,0L ito^
Once again with the Lorentzian notations employed
Lk I —  L (köp 4 "  z - b  ^ 2 )
7/fcJz — L {^8p 4" li*j2 )
The result is a series of Lorentzians in the final solution for p^e°
L orentzian W eight
G1N31a, cos2 6 cos2 4>pl^ ß  1
L  {8p luz 4" ^ 2 ) — cos2 9 sin2 4>plß ~ l
L{Sp - u , ) cos2 9 cos 0  sin  (jnul ~ l
L  {fip ”1” z ^ 2 ) sin2 9 sin2 0 p ^
L {ßp 4" ujz 4" ^ 2 ) — sin2 9 cos2 4>plßa
L  (Sp 4- ojz ) — s in2 9 cos 0  sin (fxw1’1
L( sp - n z) —2 cos 9 sin 9 cos 0  sin 0 p ^
L (8p +  f tz ) — 2 cos 9 sin 9 cos 0  sin 0 p ^ f
L(6P) cos 9 sin 9 (cos2 0  — sin2 0) ic1,0
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The original Mollow Lorentzians L (Sp ± f l x) , L  (6P) are each split into a triplet by the action 
of the driving field on the Rabi transition. Once again, it is possible to examine a few specific 
scenarios to simplify the above coefficients, which are quite complicated (for the full form of 
the coefficients, see the appendix).
3.4.1 High power case (off-resonance)
To understand the general dynamics of the situation, it is possible to resort to the off resonant 
high power case. Explicitly then, in this case, the weights of the various Lorentzians become
Lorentzian W eight
L  z —i f  cos4 9 cos4 4>Wdd
L  (<5p z T 1^ 2) i f  cos4 9 sin4 0W 2
L  (<5p u’z) — f  sin 2 0 cos2 9p\q2L o  {<^ z) v
L  ((5p “4“ (aJ z —i f  sin4 9 sin4 0WJJ
L (6p +  u)z + i f  sin4 9 cos4 (j)Wedqd
L  (Sp T ^ z ) f  sin 2 0 sin2 9p^2L[) ( l o z )  iS
L(6P- U Z) —i f  sin2 29 sin2 2,(j)Wdd
L  (6p T fi2) i f  sin2 2#sin2 24>Wdd
L (fi„) — ^ a s in 2 20 cos 2 0 sin 20pf9^ L£) (Qz)
with the coefficient definitions
v = sin 29 sin 20 — 2 cos2 9 cos 20 
i/ =  sin 29 sin 20 -f- 2 sin2 9 cos 20
To gain an understanding of what is happening here, compare once again with the singly 
driven Mollow spectrum in the same limit
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L orentzian W eight
l  (6P -  nx) - i f  cos4 QWedq
L (öp +  fix) i f  sin4 6W edq
L ( 6 p ) a  sin 29 cos 26p\q2L[) (Clx)
It is clear that, again the form of the equations are quite analogous. Consider the Mollow 
peak at öp = — Its weight is given by i f  sin4 6Wdq = WMoiiowWdq. When Field2 is applied 
to the Rabi transition, the peak is split into 3 peaks. The new sidebands at 6P = — u>z + £LZ and 
6P =  —o;2 — fJ2 have weights — W Mollow sin4 4^dd  an<^  ^Mollow cos4 ( f ) W d d  respectively. There 
is also a (small) peak at 6p = u)z. So in the absorption case, the single Mollow peak of form 
La (<*>p + Ltx) is split into two oppositely signed absorptive type peaks of form L a (öp cjz — Qz) 
and La (öp +  u z 4- ftz) . These transitions correspond to transitions between the quantum me­
chanical dressed states of |/3, n, m — 1) —> |«, n — 1, m) and |a, n, m  — 1) —» |ß ,n  — 1, m) respec­
tively (see fig 3-4). Likewise for the low frequency Mollow sideband at 6p — Qx.
More interesting structure is apparent when the central (small) Mollow peak is examined. 
The peak at 6p = 0 also splits, but whereas in the singly driven case the central peak is very small 
(being due to coherent mixing between the dressed states p\ |)  the two sidebands that arise from 
the application of Field2 are significant in size. The peaks, at öp =  ±Q Z are oppositely signed 
and have the same weight. They are due to transitions between (again in the fully quantum 
mechanical case) |a,n,m) \ß,n — 1 ,m) states and |/?,n,m) \a,n— l , m ) . There is still
a small central peak due to the coherence term once again. The essentials dynamics of the 
situation are demonstrated in Fig 3-5
3.4.2 FielcLj. on  resonance
In this case, 6X = 0, the explicit form of the above coefficients is given by (again in the high 
power limit as above)
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Figure 3-4: The transitions that give rise to the peaks at L (6p +  coz — Q,z) (blue) and
L (6p + u>z + Qz) (red). The populations of the levels are represented by the number of cir­
cles, the direction of the arrow specifies whether the resultant transition is absorptive (up) or 
emmissive (down). The quantum mechanical notation here is used for pedagogical clarity.
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Positively tuned x field
prob«; frequency  (MHz)
probe ' ’ e q u e n c /  (MHz)
s  0.00 £------
.....
Negatively tuned x field
probe frequency  (MHz)
p ro fi t  fre q u en c y  (MHz)
probe f 'e q v en c y  (MHz)
Figure 3-5: Off-resonance spectrum. On the left, the graphs show the probe absorption 
spectrum with a positively detuned x pump (ie. 6X > 0) and on the right Field* is negatively 
detuned. (l.A): no Fieldz - the standard Mollow spectrum with <5* =  3 MHz, \ x ~  10 MHz. 
(l.B): Fields applied with 6Z = 0.5 MHz, \ z  =  2 MHz. (l.C): Fields applied with 6Z = —0.5 
MHz, Xz = 2 MHz. (2.A): no Fieldz - the standard Mollow spectrum with 6X = —3 MHz, 
X* -  10 MHz. (2.B): 6Z = 0.5 MHz, x* = 2 MHz. (2.C): 6Z = -0 .5  MHz, x* = 2 MHz. The 
arrows show where Field* has been applied, and the circled transitions energy level scheme is 
discussed in the above figure. Note the probe frequency is in terms of the probe beam detuning
6p  —  Lüp Lüx
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Lorentzian W eight
L  ((5p - f  P1 2  cos4 (j)LD (ujz )
L  ($p z ”1” ^z) - f  Pi2  sin4 (j>LD (0oz)
L  (öp ^ 2 ) - f  sin2 2(f)pe^ L D  ( u z )
L  ((5p ”1“ ^z ftz) f  P1 2  sin4 (f)LD (wz)
L  (6p +  u z + £2Z) fPi2 cos4 K )
L (6p T cuz) 1 sin2 2(f)pei2L D (<j)z )
L ( 6 P - Q Z) f  sin22 <pp\l^
L  (6p +  f2z) - f  sin22 0 p il^ |
L ( S P) i “ p\ 2  cos2 24>La (w z )
The results again show the standard Mollow spectrum breaking up into nine peaks. Figure 
3-6 shows the results, with the standard on resonance Mollow spectrum generated by Fieldx 
split into a series of peaks by a positively and negatively detuned Fieldz. Here is a clear example 
of the fact that, despite the fact that the Rabi resonance is not directly observable here (since 
the dressed state populations are equalized by an on-resonance Fieldx), the effect of Fieldz on 
the Rabi transition is still plain when the original transition is observed.
3.4.3 Fieldz on resonance case
In this circumstance, again under the assumption of high power and that Fieldx is off-resonance, 
the weights of the Lorentzians become
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Rabt Transition
Rah* Tramilion
Field z  I
10 MH/ 
Rabi Transition
Field z
- 1 0
Figure 3-6: On resonance Mollow spectrum, split by the Fielet being applied to either side of 
the Rabi transition. The arrows on the right show (pictorially) the positions of Fieldz. (A) No 
Fields; standard Mollow spectrum with 6X =  0 ,x x — 10 MHz. (B) positively detuned Fieldz: 
Sz =  1 MHz, Xz — 2 MHz. (C) negatively detuned Fieldz: 6Z — — 1 MHz, \ z =  2 MHz. The 
probe frequency is in terms of the probe detuning 6p =  ivp — u>x.
L o ren tz ia n W eigh t
L (Sp Cü% - f  cos4 9peqßL D (Qz)
L {fip UJZ +  1^ 2:) f  cos4 OPaßLp (ß z)
L (<5p ^z) - i j  cos2 6 i sin 26p\q2L D (uz) -  2 cos2 6peqßLA (fiz))
L (fip (jJz f  sin4 9peqßLp (üz)
L (6p -f- coz +  i lz ) - f s i n  4ePea^ L D(fi,)
L (6p +  ujz ) sin2 6 zsin 29pel2Lp  (a>z) -  2 sin2 OpeqßL A (fiz))
L (6P — n z) j  sin 26cos 26p\q2Lp  (ujz )
L (6p +  Qz) |  sin 2# cos 26p\2Lp  (ujz)
L(SP) 0
Note the complication of the weights of L (Sp ±  ujz) , since it is not possible to (in general) 
say whether or not Lp  (wz) L A (Rz) - In Figure 3-7, it is possible with the parameters given
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Original Transition (Absorption) Rabi Transition (Absorption)
>.Z ~ Rabi of the
“ \y_ Rabi
Figure 3-7: On the left, the original Mollow spectrum is shown in (A), where \ x  —  10 MHz, 
8 Z =  5 MHz. On the right, the resultant Rabi transition is also shown. The Rabi transition 
is then driven resonantly with powers of (B) \ z  — 0.5 MHz, (C) \ z =  1.0 MHz, (D) \ z — 2.0 
MHz. The results for the x probe and the z probe are shown for each power. The probe 
frequency is in terms of the probe detuning 6 P =  u p  — cjx .
to make just that approximation, and so the absorption spectrum ends up being dispersive in 
structure. The figure then shows the general dynamics of this situation.
3.4.4 Fieldx and Fieldz on resonance
The final situation that will be examined involves looking at the case when both driving fields 
are on resonance. The weights in this situation (the high power limit) reduce to
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Figure 3-8: The resonant absorption and dispersion spectra. Firstly, Field* is applied on 
resonance with \ x  — 10 MHz. Field* is then applied on resonance in increasing power with 
(A): No Field*, (B): x* =  0.5 MHz, (C): x* =  10 MHz, (D): x* =  2.0 MHz. The probe 
frequency is in terms of the probe detuning Sp =  u>p — ljx .
L orentzian W eigh t
L  (Sp Ldz fiz) ~ l|Pl2L d  (fix)
L  (Sp oJz 12*) ~ f k P l 2 ^ D  (12x)
L  (Sp u)*) - f  p \ I L d(Ox)
L  (Sp -j- uj* 12*) (fix)
L  (Sp 4- cuz -}-12*) TqP v i L d  (Ox)
L  (6P -(- u^z) f  Pe& L D(Q x )
L(sp - n z) a e q Q ^s P i 2 n i
L (Sp + 12*) _QL rte<J Qz8^ 12^ 2
L ( S P) 0
A very simple spectrum ensues, with the same sorts of observations as seen above. In 
Figure 3-8, the original Mollow spectrum is split by an on-resonance Field* of increasing power, 
to show the effects of Field* on the standard Mollow spectrum.
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The above calculations make some approximations. In the next section, the major approx­
imations are examined to see what effect they have, and finally a formalism is briefly presented 
to show the numerical calculations that can be performed to include all effects.
3.5 T h eo retica l Im provem en ts
Now that the basic dynamics of the system are understood, it is possible to examine the effects 
of the various approximations that were made along the way, in order to understand their effects 
and to make it possible to study the system under less stringent conditions. The approximations 
made include
i. The rotating wave approximation (RWA)
ii. discarding the interaction of Field2 with the Rabi of the Rabi
iii. Isotropic relaxation (T\ = T2 )
The effects of each of these approximations will be examined, and then the results from a 
numerical simulation of the system will be presented.
3.5.1 T he R o ta tin g  W ave A p p roxim ation  (RW A)
In the standard Mollow case, the RWA is well understood. Keeping the anti-resonant terms 
results in the so-called Bloch-Siegert shift, in which the original transition is shifted to a slightly 
higher frequency. It has been shown [83] that this can be understood easily by breaking down 
the full interaction of the driving field into the anti-resonant and resonant part. Examining 
the anti-resonant part in isolation, its effect on the original transition is to generate an extreme 
case of the standard Mollow spectrum, where the detuning is ujo 4- cjx. The slightly shifted 
Mollow sideband then interacts with the resonant interaction in an entirely normal fashion.
In the normal Mollow spectrum, a field of frequency cjx interacts with a transition of fre­
quency a>o. The Mollow sidebands are then generated at u>x ±  The antiresonant term 
(discarded in the RWA) can be thought of a field of frequency — ljx interacting with the TLA. 
The detuning then becomes
hx — Ci^ o T
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and so the generalised Rabi frequency becomes
^ x  — X x  +  ( ^ 0  +  ^ x ) 2
The upper Mollow spectral feature is then centred at frequency
w x T  f^x
which is very nearly at the original transition frequency u>o. The Bloch-Siegert shift is then 
the difference between these two frequencies
Abs — ( a^ x T f x^) wo
— — (wx +  w0) T y Xx +  (wo +  wx)2
— ~ (wx T Wo) +  (wo +  wx) ^1 +  -  -----^ --- 2^ ^
1  X x
2 (üjQ +  ÜJX)
In the case of the Rabi frequency, the same sort of analysis applies. Fieldz (Rabi frequency 
Xz) interacts with the transition at the Rabi frequency Qx in the same fashion as the normal case, 
so the anti-resonant term will also produce the extreme case of the Rabi’s Mollow spectrum. 
The generalised Rabi frequency of the transition driven by Fields is given by
=  \J x l  +  bl
This allows for two cases. In the simplest case, ignore the effect of the Bloch Siegert term 
on Fieldx so that 6X is not affected by it. In this case, the detuning of the anti-resonant term 
becomes
Sz —  f^X " t ^ 2
and the generalised Rabi frequency for the Rabi interaction is given by
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^ z  — \J (x'z) 2 +
where
so the Bloch Siegert shift for the Rabi resonance becomes
a6s — ( c j z t oz) ox
„  1 (x ü 2
2 (üjz -f- Ox)
In the more complicated scenario, note that the Bloch Siegert shift on the original transition 
also has an impact. In this case, 6X (call the new detuning 6^ s) is modified
uq +  A bs — u)x 
fix +  Abs
so that the generalized Rabi frequency is also modified to a Bloch Siegert modified term
(p^x  )  — X x  +  (&x +  A b sY
giving for the new Bloch Siegert shift in the Rabi transition
X R ^ ^ f X x \  Xz
^ b s  ~  -2 (w, +  n £ )
To put this into experimental perspective, a typical experimental scenario (see next chapter) 
has the following parameters (all in MHz)
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<j ü x  — 73
Xx =  8.0
Xz = 2.0 
u z -  7.0
which gives for the various shifts
A bs ~  0.2
a £  «  o .ii 
Ä £ «  o .ii
in general introducing an error in the detuning in the fields of the order of <0.5% for the 
Fieldx and <1.5% for Fieldz. It is clear that the Bloch Siegert shift is a little more significant in 
the Rabi transition, however it is still not a significant effect by any means. There is a further 
interaction with the anti-resonant field, which will be discussed in the following section.
3 .5 .2  In teraction  w ith  th e  R abi o f th e  R abi
In Eq. (3.9a,3.96) the term proportional to x'zi interpreted as the interaction of Fieldz with 
the Rabi of the Rabi, was dropped under the assumption that the effect would be a minor one, 
since Fieldz was (in general) well detuned from the transition.
üjo —
^P i2  = i (bz + 2x"coswzt -  r) p12 - J y lC i  - pile
Wä =  <  (hl  -  Pn) -  r (Wd -  W7)
Obviously, however, if the effects of this term are to be examined, then the term can be left
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in and the transformations to the doubly dressed states can be iterated again - to the triply 
dressed states. Transforming these equations to the doubly dressed states (but leaving the 
higher order term in);
■Paß = (inz -  r) Paß -  pH -  (p_e-* -1 -  p+e“-()
+2i cos 2<j>x" cosloz tpaß -  i ( -  sin 2ipx'z) cosuzl Wdd
WM =  - r  (WM -  W 2 )  + wT (e^‘ + e-“ '*)
+2i ( -  sin H x ")  coseüzt (p„fl -  pßa) 
or, using the notation = — sin 2(f)^ and x'"' = cos 2
Paß = — r) P a ß  — p‘ai3 ~ (P-e~iu‘t — P+e'“z() 
+2 ix ’"'cosuztpa0 -  -ix'" cosuztW M 
w di = - r ( W M - W % ) + w r (ei“’t + e - i“‘t)
+2iy!" c o s ( p „ (,  -  pßa)
it is obvious that the same soTt of equations are arrived at. To proceed, simply go to 
the rotating frame, apply the RWA, drop the higher order term proportional to x!'z" • These 
equations can then be solved by transforming to the triply dressed states. This process could 
be iterated indefinitely, to get the equations to the desired accuracy. The algebraic complexity 
of the solutions is not very edifying however, but it is obvious from the form of the equations 
above that it is possible to draw some conclusions intuitively about the effect of the higher 
order terms on the dynamics of the system given the fact that it is already understood that 
standard Mollow splitting will occur. Firstly, whereas in the case examined to date, the energy 
levels were split by Qz, the new generalized Rabi frequency would split the energy levels by a 
new generalised Rabi frequency, call it
n* = sj(-x!n2 + (nz - u zf
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In the case, where coz 0 2, \ z then
to? ~  K  -  ^z) (1 +  A)
where A, which is small, is equal to
A 1 (x f)2
2 (D, - ^ ) 2
The effects of this can be found with the help of the following diagrams. Firstly, examine 
the following spectrum, produced by driving the Rabi transition slightly off resonance (same as 
Fig 3-3(a))
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Now, examine what happens when the higher order interaction is applied. Firstly, the 
Field2 will interact with the Rabi of the Rabi and split it in a standard Mollow fashion, shown 
diagrammatically here
Rabi o f  the Rabi Field z
1
■
■
Low Mollow High Mollow
The low Mollow Lorentzian will be at frequency
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iOp  —  UJZ 12 2
— 12 2 -f- A12z — tj 2A
~  122 — u;z A
and the high one at (it is expected that this is a very small peak)
ujp — ujz +  12f
=  a;2 (2 4* A) — 12z (1 4- A)
The upshot is that the new ‘Rabi of the Rabi’ transition (the low Mollow peak) will be 
slightly shifted by the frequency lozA, and a new tiny transition will be visible at a much higher 
frequency. Turning attention to the split Rabi frequency, the splitting of the Rabi of the 
Rabi transition will also have the effect of splitting the Mollow spectrum centred at the Rabi 
frequency, in a fashion reminiscent of the way the Field2 splits the original transition’s Mollow 
spectrum. In that spectrum there were Lorentzians at, for instance,
6p — u) z 12 z
and recalling that öp = wp — u>x this translates to
ujp — uJx 4~ aJ2 122
To take this analogy further, it is expected then that the Rabi Mollow spectrum, when split 
by the higher order interaction, would have a peak at
UJp —  U) z  4~  z  12z
~  + 12 2 — a;zA
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so again it appears that the higher order interaction has merely shifted the original Mollow
spectral feature by the factor u)zA. Likewise, another peak that would arise would be at
UJp —  LO z Lrf z z
~  IjJ z  +  W2A
again shifted. The other features, all at much higher or lower frequencies, again are all 
expected to be quite small. In summary, the higher order interaction will (in these particular 
circumstances where Fieldz is well detuned from the Rabi of the Rabi) merely shift (and squeeze) 
the original spectrum slightly.
There are circumstances where the higher order interactions will become more significant. 
If the Fieldz frequency is stepped down away from the Rabi transition, so 6Z is becoming larger 
and hence Vtz is increasing, there will come a time where Fieldz will actually come close to the 
Rabi of the Rabi, and will split it in a more interesting fashion. This is demonstrated in Fig 
(3-9), a numerical ‘top down’ view of the dynamics. In this figure, Fieldz is stepped up from 
low frequency, through the Rabi of the Rabi, through the Rabi transition and above it. The 
probe absorption spectrum is then calculated for the value of Fieldz and the results are shown 
in an plot where the more colour there is, the higher the peak height.
This figure shows several interesting features. In particular, notice the splitting of the 
Rabi of the Rabi in the region where Fieldz is resonant with it. The dynamics of the Mollow 
sidebands are clearly displayed. At the bottom of the figure, peaks ‘flower’ out when the Fieldz 
frequency is very low. These transitions can be understood easily. When u>z is small, the 
detuning is comparable to Qx, the Rabi transition’s frequency. Therefore the Rabi of the Rabi 
will be comparable to Qx (i.e. Qz ~  &x)- As Fieldz steps up, 6Z decreases and the Rabi of the 
Rabi decreases, causing the feature to fan away from the main Mollow transition as can be seen 
(labelled A in the diagram). There is also a peak visible (labelled B) on the other side of the 
Mollow sideband. This peak is an interesting one and is actually due to the inclusion of the 
antiresonant terms (usually discarded by the RWA) in the numerical calculation. Fieldz has 
two components of frequencies ujz (the resonant one) and — uiz (the antiresonant one). Just as
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Figure 3-9: Original transition is driven by Fieldx with a \ x ~  7.85 MHz, 8X = —3 MHz and 
then the Fieldz is scanned from 1.5 MHz, through to 10 MHz, with \ z  — 1-87 MHz. The probe 
absorption spectrum is calculated for each Fieldz detuning and the isometric view is produced.
the resonant term produces a Rabi of the Rabi due to its interaction with the Rabi transition, 
so too does the antiresonant term. This ‘antiresonant Rabi of the Rabi’ is the one labelled B. 
As Fieldz steps towards the Rabi transition, the antiresonant frequency — cjz gets further away, 
thus the antiresonant Rabi of the Rabi increases, hence the form of the peak movement in the 
plot. Two minor peaks below A and B are due to the interaction of Field z (the resonant and 
anti-resonant part) with the Rabi of the Rabi frequency, which in turn generates it’s own Rabi 
transition (call it Rabi3).
These higher order interactions become more marked when the power of Fieldz is increased. 
In figure (3-10), the strength of Fieldz is now 5 MHz, which is nearly half the size of the Rabi 
transition. The spectrum, which is much more complicated, shows the various high order 
effects that become apparent at these high powers. In peak A, the Rabi of the Rabi, it is 
possible to trace the spectrum up from where the Fieldz is low, and the peak traces out a 
parabola as the Fieldz goes through resonance with the Rabi transition. Peak B is the Rabi3, 
generated by Fieldz interacting with peak A (the Rabi of the Rabi). Notice that when Fieldz 
is resonant with B, it splits this peak, which causes A to split and ultimately causes the original 
Mollow spectrum (D & E) to split. Peak C is Rabi4, generated by the interaction of Fieldz 
with B! It is also split when Fieldz is resonant with it. Clearly then, though the dynamics 
appear to be quite complicated, they can be understood in a fairly intuitive manner if it is 
always understood that Fieldz will interact with the Rabi, the Rabi of the Rabi, Rabi3 and 
so on ad infinitum. This spectrum, included here only for purposes of demonstration, is not 
experimentally accessible (Fig 3-9 from above is, see Chapt 4) since Rabi frequencies of this 
order aren’t possible with the apparatus, however they do nicely demonstrate the interactions 
that occur as more and more orders are added to the calculations.
In some circumstances, it is important to consider the extra effects by including the higher 
order terms, but in the bulk of the experimental circumstances discussed in this thesis, these 
interactions are unimportant and the first order theory, where only the interaction of Fieldz 
with the original Rabi transition is considered, are quite adequate.
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Figure 3-10: The high power case of the above spectrum. \ x = 10 MHz, 6X = —3 MHz. Fields 
of power Xz — 5 MHz is scanned through the Rabi transition from 1 MHz to 20 MHz and the 
probe spectrum is calculated for each of the Field* detunings. Peak A is the Rabi2 (the Rabi 
of the Rabi) and Peak B is Rabi3.
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3 .5 .3  A nisotrop ie  relaxation  (T i 7^X2 )
The semiclassical dressed state basis is not useful in the case of anisotropic relaxation, as it 
tends to introduce further non-secular interactions. However, some progress can be made with 
some fairly stringent approximations (akin to the Secular approximation taken in Chapter 2). 
The Bloch equations for the doubly driven TLA with anisotropic relaxation in the bare state 
basis are
^ P g e  =  (i 6 x  ~  T  -  2i.Xz COS UJz t )  -  i y H ;
w  =  2iXx(^9 - p 9e ) - r ( H / - ^ ) - A 7 ( iy-VKe«)
where the longitudinal relaxation rate 7, has been defined to obey the relationship
7 — r  T A-y
Converting to the dressed states, the following equations are obtained,
X ^ W eq
P12 = i fox  +  2x" coscjzt -  T) p12 -  i^ z coscjztWd ---- ^ ----
+  ^  sin2 20A7 (p12 +  P21) ~  ^ sin 2# cos 20A 7 Wd 
Wd = 2ix'z coscvzt (p2i -  p12) -  TWd +  7 cos 26W eq 
— sin 2# cos20A 7 (p12 +  P21) +  cos2 26A^Wd
As can be seen, many new interactions are introduced and it is no longer generally possible 
to solve the equations by changing to the doubly dressed state basis. To proceed it is possible to 
take the secular approximation and drop the relaxation terms proportional to the populations 
in these equations (i.e. decouple the coherences and populations in the relaxation terms). Note 
this is exact in the on resonance case. Under this approximation
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X x lW eq
Pu =  i f a x  + 2x 'z  cos u zt -  r) p12 -  ix'z COS a ;2 t W d -----
+  is in 2 26>A7 (p12 +  P21)
Wd -  2i^z coscjzt(p21 -  pl2 ) - T W d + 7  cos 26Weq + cos2 26A^Wd
Now transforming to the rotating frame, and taking the RWA, (which involves dropping 
terms that rotate with e2luJzt) the relaxation term proportional to p2j can be dropped. Hence
j t Pn = * (&z + 2xJ cosuizt — T') 
W'rf = i j d f e i - P w W W i - w * 1)
where the modified relaxation rates are
T' -  r  -  y sin2 20A7 
7 ' =  T — cos2 20A7
P12 =  Sin 207 W"1
£ e<7 =  cos 26Weq7 /
recovering the basic Bloch equations with the orthogonal driving term that have been ex­
amined throughout this thesis. The relaxation rates are modified by the anisotropic relaxation 
rates, as well as the equilibrium population differences and coherences. Writing q7 =  T' +  Ay 
and iterating again, the next round of equations yield the following analogous rates and equi­
libria
T" =  T' -  y sin2 20Ay 
7" -  r ' -  cos2 20Ay
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Paß =  - \sm2(fxy'üeq 
'y1weq = —- cos 2 (jxüeq
Looking at the z-probe Lorentzians (in the high power limit) from the above equations, the 
changes follow through as
L orentzian W eight
LT" (LUp -LOz ~  ft2) —ia/S.weq cos4 (j)
L (üJp (jJ% “f” iaA w eq sin4 0
Li" (ujp - u>z) ^asin2 26A'peqßL rp (Qz)
Lr" (wp -  n z) — ^  za cos2 2# sin2 2(fxweq
v "  K ) -2 a  cos2 26A'~peqpLVp (fiz)
where the new Lorentzian functions are
t i " tx \ — ____1_______ 2 ___________
"  (7 " ) 2 +  * 2 (7 " ) 2 +  ^ 2
r" . x
(r")2 + x 2 ~ \ v " f  + x 2
Overall then, the anisotropic relaxation rates (at least to the rather stringent approximations 
made here) will affect the widths of some of the Lorentzians as well as their weights. These 
effects can be variable in size so obviously a more precise solution is required in many cases. 
In these cases, where the effects of the anisotropic relaxation are going to be significant, then 
a full numerical calculation must be performed.
3 .5 .4  N um erica l C alcu lations
While certain approximations need to be taken analytically, the numerical solution can be 
obtained easily, which, and while it does not give a very good indication of the general dynamics 
of the situation, it at least provides an accurate representation of the solutions. The numerical 
calculation is easily done. Examine (for the case of the z-polarised probe) the Bloch equations
L v" {x )
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Pge — ( ^ X  — r -  2ixz COS u;z£ -  2ic* cos v pt) pge -  i~Y W  
W  =  KXx (pe9 - p ge ) - l ( W - W eO)
The steady state solutions can be written in the form
X
OO
Pge = E
k ,l= —oo
OO
Peg =  E  P e ^ ' e ““' 1
k ,l= —OO 
OO
\ Y  — ^ k , l  zt
k,l= —oo
leading to the following equations
(ifcwz +  ilu>v - i S x + r) = -i^lv'=-'-%(p‘e+1’' + 4r1’')
- « *  (pkgi +l +  P g P 1)
(ikwz + ilw„ + 7) W k-‘ =  2 %  (Pej' -  Pgi‘) +  7 W et6kot>lO
where Skonto are the Kronecker delta functions. This set of equations can then be solved 
numerically to the desired order. The numerical calculation is entirely analogous for the x 
probe case as well. These numerical calculations will be used several times during the thesis, 
and their use will be indicated when appropriate.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the semiclassical calculation to produce the spectra was presented. The 
general scheme of the calculation involves transforming to the doubly dressed states, showing 
the interaction of Fieldz with the Rabi transition. The Rabi transition is split by Fieldz,
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and when probed with a z polarised probe beam something very akin to the standard Mollow 
spectrum is seen. Also, the appearance of the Rabi of the Rabi transition is noted, which is 
understood as a natural extension of the model used.
The original transition can be probed with an x polarised probe beam, and the original 
Mollow spectrum is then further split by the application of Field* to the Rabi transition. The 
analytical solution of the probe beam absorption spectrum is presented, and shows a natural 
extension of the already familiar ideas associated with the standard Mollow spectrum.
Some of the implications of the key approximations were examined, and a presentation 
of the numerical techniques showed the way to get a more accurate spectrum (though less 
edifying). Overall, the key ideas and intuitive concepts were presented, showing the way that 
the Rabi transition can be understood in already familiar terms from the standard TLA model 
and providing an analytical solution for a doubly driven system, which can be neatly extended 
to the triply, quadruply etc. driven states in cases where it is warranted.
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Chapter 4
Experim ental R esults
In this chapter, the experimental results are presented which show the behaviour that has been 
predicted by the theoretical analysis in the preceding chapters. The experimental details of 
the system were covered in Chapter 1. Phase sensitive detection techniques are employed, 
which enables the observation of absorption and dispersion signals directly. The results of these 
experiments will be presented, and then compared to theoretical predictions.
4.1 The E P R  transition
The bulk of the experimental data was taken at the EPR (rather than NMR) transition since 
the experimental setup generates a lot of noise at lower frequencies, and it is possible to bring 
the Rabi transition to about 10 MHz, making it easily accessible. There is some background 
about the EPR transition that needs to be covered before the experimental results can be 
understood. The EPR transition that is studied is actually composed of three distinct and 
significant hyperfine transitions, one for each nuclear spin projection, as shown in Fig. 4-1. The 
transitions are of equal strength, and the different sizes of the features are due to population 
differences in the transitions. For the purposes of this thesis, these transitions are considered 
to be three separate, non interacting transitions
The three transitions add some complication to the system. The first complication is that 
an on-resonance signal cannot be observed. The on-resonance signal is very much smaller than 
off-resonance signals. So if the on-resonance transition is at A, the biggest peak, then the
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EPR Hyperfine Structure
x pump field
Probe Frequency (MHz)
Figure 4-1: An example of the experimental plot of the EPR transitions, showing the amplitude 
of the probe absorption signal. Peak A is the experimentally interesting one, with contributions 
from peaks B,C. Peaks D,E are experimentally insignificant. The arrow shows the location of 
the applied Fieldx. The alignment of the axis with the static field can be tuned such that peaks 
D and E are removed.
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off-resonance signals due to peaks B and C will be very much bigger and will swamp out any 
on-resonance signal. As a result of this, only off-resonance signals are measured experimentally 
in this thesis.
To offset the fact that the three transitions will give three separate contributions to the 
overall signal, a ‘sweet spot’ is employed. If the pump field is placed exactly in between peaks 
B and C, then their contributions will be approximately equal in size (B and C are peaks with 
approximately the same size) however opposite in sign. Not only that, Fieldx is now nearly 
resonant with them, and their signals will be heavily saturated. Therefore, their contributions 
will tend to cancel each other out, and leave the dominant structure in the signal to be due 
to the contribution from the very much larger peak A. In this fashion, it is possible to damp 
out contributions from the spurious hyperfine interactions, enabling the observation of the 
off-resonance signal from only one of the transitions, the largest one.
The results, then, of applying a single Field* at this location can be seen in Fig 4-2. Here, 
the single applied field produces the familiar Mollow spectrum as the singly dressed states are 
created, and the probe picks up transitions between the dressed states. As can be seen, this 
technique produces the Mollow spectrum to a very good approximation, despite the hyper­
fine splitting (which is not as obvious in this experiment). This sweet spot will be employed 
throughout this thesis when studying the original EPR transition and also the Rabi transition 
that is therefore generated.
4.2  T h e R a b i T ransition
Now that the experimental parameters for the standard Mollow spectrum have been established, 
the Rabi transition may be examined. A z polarised probe beam can be applied through the 
coil at right angles to the standard coil. With this weak field, the Rabi transition can be 
observed. Note that the z polarised field does not interact with the original EPR transition, so 
it is not possible, in the strict scenario of polarised pump and probe fields, to simultaneously 
observe the Rabi transition and original transition on the same plot. However to put the 
experimental results in context, the sample can be deliberately misaligned with respect to the 
coils, to mix the polarisations. Now, Field* is not purely x polarised, but contains a small
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EPR transition + 1 Field
Original Transition
Driving Field
Mollow Spectrum (x10 in size)
Probe Frequency (MHz)
Figure 4-2: The original EPR transition (top graph) has the largest peak at 73 MHz, and is 
driven by a field (as indicated by the arrow) of lj  =  76 MHz and \  —  7.4 MHz. The bottom 
graph is then the resultant Mollow spectrum, where the signal has been increased in size by a 
factor of 10.
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Figure 4-3: The original EPR transition, with the hyperfine structure clearly shown, is driven 
by a pump field a t uj =  80 MHz, and a misaligned probe field with both z and x polarisations 
shows both the Mollow spectrum due to the driven EPR transition at «  105 MHz, and the 
Rabi transition at «  24 Mhz. Figure is taken from Holmstrom et. al. [\3]
amount of z polarisation, which allows it to interact with the Rabi transition. This scenario 
was used to produce fig. 4-3 which shows both the original EPR transition, and the Rabi 
transition. This figure is purely for illustrative purposes, but it does show the Rabi transition 
in relation to the original transition. The EPR transition shows the hyperfine structure clearly. 
The driving field drives the transition well off-resonance (Sx ~  20 MHz) which produces the 
Rabi transition around the 24 MHz region. The misaligned probe field then shows both the 
EPR Mollow (well off resonance), as well as the Rabi transition. Note that this signal is an 
amplitude signal, and the detection is not phase sensitive. Notice also th a t the Rabi transition 
reflects the hyperfine structure of the EPR transition since the driving field is, in effect, driving 
three separate transitions, which each produce a separate Rabi transition. It is just this kind 
of structure that the particular ‘sweet spot’ from above seeks to minimise.
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4.3  D riv in g  th e  R abi tra n sitio n
Now that the Rabi transition has been established (it has been observed before, in [43],[44]) 
it is now time to move on to the central idea of this thesis, where the transition is driven 
by a z polarised field, and the effects are observed on both the Rabi transition, and on the 
original transition. Firstly, the Rabi transition itself will be probed, showing that the expected 
Mollow type spectrum is indeed produced in line with theoretical expectations. Then, the EPR 
transition will be revisited, showing the doubly driven transition effects.
4 .3 .1  T he D riven  R abi T ransition
In Fig 4-4, a Rabi transition is shown in trace (a). The original bare EPR transition had a 
resonance frequency of 73 MHz, and an inhomogeneous linewidth of the order of 2 MHz. Fieldx 
was applied of Rabi frequency 10.2 MHz and frequency 76 MHz (i.e. 6 ~  — 3 MHz). In the case 
of a negatively detuned pump, there is more population in the higher Dressed State (fig 3.2) 
and so the Rabi transition is emissive in nature, and is centred at 10.6 MHz, with a linewidth 
of ~  400 kHz. A weak, z polarised probe is used to gather the probe absorption spectrum.
Once the Rabi transition is established, a Field2 of increasing power is applied to the transi­
tion, to observe the dynamics of the Rabi transition. The field is applied with frequency ljz ~  11 
MHz as indicated by the dot in the Fig 4-4(a). As the power is increased moving down the figure 
(b)-(g), the expected Mollow spectrum emerges, as predicted by the theoretical treatment. This 
Mollow spectrum exhibits clear spectral features at o;2 ±  Q2 where Qz is the generalised Rabi 
frequency of Field2. This gives direct observation then of the emergence of the doubly dressed 
states, and the peaks evident are due to transitions between the doubly dressed states. For 
instance, the transition in (g) on the high side (i.e.. at a;z + Qz) is due to transitions between 
the Iß ,n ,m)  and |a ,n , m  — 1). The transition is absorptive since the negatively detuned Fieldz 
gives rise to a higher population is |<a,n, m  — 1) than \ß, n, m ) , as is illustrated in Fig 3.2.
This demonstrates the first clear support for the idea of treating the Rabi transition as 
any other TLA. Other predictions include the emergence of the Rabi of the Rabi transition, 
and the further splitting of the original EPR transition. In Fig 4-5, the dynamics of scanning 
Field2 through the Rabi transition is presented, in a manner similar to the numerical calculation
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Probe frequency (MHz)
Figure 4-4: The probe absorption spectrum in the region of the Rabi transition. The Rabi 
transition at 10.5 MHz, shown in (a), is driven by a z polarised field (6 =  —0.4 MHz) of 
increasing strength in (b) - (g). The Rabi frequencies of the z pump are given. The spectrum 
exhibits the familiar AC Stark splitting. Small spectral features on the low frequency side of 
the left hand Mollow side band are due to hyperfine interactions which have been neglected in 
the analysis.
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presented in chapter 3.
Here, the Rabi transition is clearly seen to undergo Mollow splitting as Field* is scanned 
through the transition. Also, the higher order transitions are evident as discussed in Chapter 3. 
In particular, higher order interactions can be seen where Field* interacts with the Rabi of the 
Rabi, Rabi2(point B) and also the Rabi3 and Rabi4 at (C) and (D) in the experiment. These 
interactions are beyond the resolution of the numerical simulation, but can clearly be seen in 
the experimental trace.
Tracing up from the bottom of the graph, where u;* ~  1 MHz, Field* is scanned upwards in 
frequency. Field* interacts with the original Rabi transition, producing the Mollow spectrum. 
It also generates the Rabi of the Rabi (or Rabi2). Field* then also interacts with Rabi2, which 
then generates its own Rabi transition, Rabi3. Up to the resolution of the experiment, then, 
Field* also interacts with Rabi3 to produce Rabi4. This cascade would continue indefinitely, 
however here only the first four orders are seen. As Field* is scanned upwards in frequency, the 
Rabi transitions fan out, and at loz ~  2 MHz (marked as D in the figure), Field* is resonant 
with Rabi4, and there is some evidence of AC Stark splitting in the transition. Note that 
splitting this Rabi4 transition also causes the lower order Rabi transitions to split. Likewise, 
at (C), Field* is resonant with Rabi3 (a;* ~  2.6 MHz) and splitting of all of the resonances is 
again evident (a little stronger than previously). Moving Field* along, the clearest example of 
this splitting is seen when Field* interacts with Rabi2, the Rabi of the Rabi, at loz ~  4.5 MHz. 
The Mollow sidebands can be clearly seen, and the effect that it has on the standard Mollow 
sidebands is evident as further splitting. Finally, the standard Mollow spectrum associated with 
the Rabi transition can be clearly seen, with the AC Stark splitting going along lines that are 
entirely familiar from standard TLA studies.
Clearly, then, the experimental situation is sufficiently sensitive to resolve very high order 
interactions. These interactions have been examined previously in Chapter 3 as a natural ex­
tension of the doubly dressed state model. They arise because the Field* can interact not only 
with the Rabi transition, but also with the Rabi of the Rabi (Rabi2), Rabi3, Rabi4 and so 
on. Theoretically, these interactions are more evident in the high power numerical calculation 
demonstrated in chapter 3. This is clear experimental evidence of not only doubly dressed 
states as outlined in this thesis, but triply (where the Rabi of the Rabi is split), quadruply
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Figure 4-5: The dyanamics of the driven TLA. The left hand figure is experimental data, 
where Field* (x*~2 MHz) is scanned through the Rabi transition at 8.5 MHz. The weak probe 
absorption spectra are then taken for each of the Fields frequencies, and the plot shows a ‘top’ 
down view of the graphs. The right hand graph is then the numerical simulation of the same 
scenario. (A) shows where Field* is resonant with the Rabi transition, and (B) is where Field* is 
resonant with the Rabi of the Rabi, producing higher order splittings. In (C) Field* is resonant 
with Rabi3 and in (D) Field* is resonant with Rabi4.
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(Rabi4 split) and even quintuply (Rabi4 split) dressed states. These could be modelled by a 
straightforward (if laborious) extension of the theoretical basis of this thesis, but these effects 
are certainly fully consistent with the theoretical predictions made to date within this work, as 
discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
To extend this idea further, an experiment was performed where the TLA was driven by 
three pump fields, one Field* and two Field*’s. The initial EPR TLA (u>o =  66 MHz) is driven 
by Field* (Q* ~  10 MHz, ux =  69 MHz) which produces a Rabi transition at 10 MHz (seen in 
Fig 4-6(i)). Again, the transition is emissive in nature, since there is more population in the 
higher dressed state. Field* is then applied, slightly off resonance in Fig 4-6(ii). The Mollow 
spectrum is produced, with the expected behaviour in terms of populations. Also, a clear signal 
at the Rabi of the Rabi is observed at 1.8 MHz. Now a third pump field is applied, Field**, 
slightly detuned from the Rabi of the Rabi. This again shows a different way to generate the 
higher order dressed states. Previously, the interaction of Field* with the Rabi of the Rabi was 
strong enough to produce observable splitting when Field* was sufficiently close to the Rabi of 
the Rabi. In the circumstance, Field* will have only a very minor interaction with the Rabi of 
the Rabi, which can be effectively ignored. However, Field** interacts directly with the Rabi of 
the Rabi, splitting it to produce triply dressed states, as seen in Fig 4-6(iii). The Rabi of the 
Rabi shows standard AC Stark splitting behaviour, and the Mollow spectrum associated with 
the Rabi transition is further split to produce six peaks.
Using an intuitive extension of the theory already proposed in this thesis, the peaks can be 
explained by referring to Fig 4-7. Here, the proposed energy level scheme is shown. The width 
of the lines denotes the populations. The singly dressed and doubly dressed state populations 
are known from the theoretical considerations in this thesis, and the proposed populations for 
the triply dressed states are then a natural extension to this theory. As can be seen, the peaks 
in Fig 4-6(iii) can be understood as transitions between the triply dressed states, with the 
population differences giving the sign of the transition. In the energy level diagrams, the red 
arrows refer to the two transitions (ojp =  u>zz ±  Qzz) associated with the split Rabi of the Rabi 
resonance, and the two blue arrows refer to the highest frequency peaks ( u ) p  =  l j z  + l o z z  ±  Q zz) 
in the Fig 4-6(iii). The direction of the arrows indicates whether the transition is absorptive 
(upwards) or emissive (downward) in nature.
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Rabi of the Rabi
Probe Frequency MHz
Figure 4-6: The Rabi transition, probed with a z polarized weak field, (i) the undriven Rabi 
transition at ~  10 MHz, where the dotted line indicats there are no spectral features of interest,
(ii) the Rabi transition is driven by a z pump (6Z ~  —0.5 MHz, Qz ~  1.8 MHz), with its 
frequency indicated by an arrow in (i). The Rabi of the Rabi is highlighted at ~  1.8 MHz and
(iii) the Rabi of the Rabi is driven with a second z pump (6ZZ ~  100 kHz, Q,zz ~  200 kHz), with 
its frequency indicated by an arrow in (ii).
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Bare States DressedStates
Doubly
Dressed
States
Triply
Dressed
States
Figure 4-7: The energy level diagram for the triply dressed states. Fieldx is applied to the 
original transition, producing the Rabi transition, then Fieldz is applied to that. This produces 
the Rabi of the Rabi (from the Doubly Dressed States). A third pump field, Fieldzz (frequency 
ujz z , Rabi frequency \ z z ) *s applied to the Rabi of the Rabi transition, producing the triply 
dressed states. The width of the lines indicates the size of the populations, the thicker lines 
referring to the fact that the energy level has higher population. The red arrows show the Rabi 
of the Rabi Mollow transitions, the blue arrows show the two highest frequency transitions 
generated at the Rabi frequency.
To gauge the accuracy of this intuitive study, examine the Bloch equations modelling the 3 
strong pump case (Field22, Field2, Fields),
^ P g e  = {i(6x + 2 x z COSUzt + 2xzzCOSU)zzt ) - r } p ge- l Y W  
w  = iXx {PeS - P Se ) - r ( W - W ‘1)
where u>zz and Xzz are the frequency and Rabi frequency of the second pump field nearly 
resonant with Rabi of the Rabi. The rest of the terms are defined as they would be throughout 
this work. Transforming to the semiclassical dressed state basis;
P\2 =  i ( f t*  +  2x'z c o s  u zt  +  2 x L  cos ojzzt - V ) p 12
- i \ ' z coso)ztW d -  ix zz cosu)zztW d -  p\\
Wd = 2ix*z cos ujzt (p21 -  pl2) +  2ix'zz cos u zzt (p21 -  p12) -  T (Wd -  Wdq)
where
X/22 =  -  s in2Gxzz = Xzz
X'L = cos 2 eXzz = ^ X z z
Now, since Field2 is nearly resonant with the Rabi transition, and well detuned from the 
Rabi of the Rabi, and vice versa for Field22, the terms proportional to x'z and x'zz can be 
discarded as they refer to interactions with non-resonant transitions. After transforming to the 
rotating frame and taking the RWA, the resultant Bloch equations are
y /^12 =  i ( 6 z + 2x/zz cosuizzt -  T) p 12-  i y  Wd -  p\q2e tuJzt (4.3a)
Wd =  ix i (h l  -  Pvt) -  r (wd -  Wedq) (4.3b)
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It is now clear that it is possible to proceed from here to solve for the dynamics of this 
system. The above equations are transformed to the doubly dressed states, leading to
Pal3 =  + 2cos2(t>^z cosuizzt, -  r )  paß +  isin20x'22 cosuzztWM
- p ^ ,  -  (P .e ““ ' 1 -  P+e“ '*)
Wdd = -r  (Wdd -  W%) + wr (e™*1 + e-*"*) -  2i sin 2 9 ^ ,  cos w22t (p„a -  pQ/3)
The term proportional to cos 20X^2 refers to the interaction of Fields with the Rabi tran­
sition generated by the interaction of the field with the Rabi of the Rabi. There are clearly 
further cascade effects from the interaction of this second field with the Rabi of the Rabi - as 
discussed above. To proceed, this interaction is ignored, and a transformation to the rotating 
frame is performed, with the RWA applied. Defining the term
=  -  sin 2(f)x'zz
SzZ  --- ^ 2
P a ß  — e%U3Zzt~Paß
the final form of the equations is then
J t ~pap =  (« * » -  r ) paß -  l- X z z W M  -  ( p ^  + P -e - '"'* -  P+e“ -() e - ““ ' 
W m  = ixzz ( P ß a  -  P a ß )  -  r (wdd - WZ) +  w r  (e“ »‘ +
This is then solved by transforming to the triply dressed states, defined by
|£) — cos?/; I a) — sin ^  I/?)
|n) = sin ^  |a) +  cos^ \ß)
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with the definitions
cos 2'ip = sin 2 ^ -
'  ^ Z Z
where
Ü2Z Z ^ z z  + xL
is the frequency of the Rabi transition generated by the interaction of Fields with the Rabi 
of the Rabi. The general form of the Bloch equations under this transformation is then
Psn — (i^zz — r ) p s n +  pl^ lneklu>ztetluJzzt
k,l=-1,1
Wddd =  - r  [Wddd- W Z i) +  ] T
k,l=-1,1
where Wddd refers to the population difference between the triply dressed states. The 
actual coefficients are not relevant to this study, but their values can be easily calculated 
by transforming the above equations. This equilibrium population difference is then given by
w 2 i cos 2-0 cos 2(f) cos 2 6W eq
7.7. 7. R
W eq
Since bzz, 6Z, 6X, W eq are all negative in this experiment, then W^q is positive, that is, there 
is more population in the upper triply dressed state than the lower one, as is reflected in Fig 4-7. 
Clearly, a similar analysis to that carried out in Chapter 3 would yield the probe absorption 
spectrum for this transition. However, the solution should be treated with some caution. The 
Rabi of the Rabi in the above experiment was only at a frequency of 2 MHz. As the frequencies 
of the transitions get smaller, the validity of the Rotating Wave Approximation starts to come 
into doubt, however there might be some value to the calculation as a future direction. It 
is clear from the form of the above equations, however, that at least an intuitive grasp of
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what is happening is immediately apparent from the symmetry of the equations at the various 
interaction levels.
It should also be noted that the above equations can also be adapted for the case where the 
interaction of a single Field* with the Rabi transition, and the Rabi of the Rabi, are included. 
To see this, examine the Bloch equation for one Field* where the transformation for the first 
dressed state basis has been performed, and the further transformation to the rotating frame 
(with RWA) has been done:
j t pn  = i ( Sz + 2 \"  ra s te t  -  I’) Jiv2 -  * V  w d ~ Pile 
wd = ixi ( f e i  -  -  r  ( w d -  H 7 )
In this case, the interaction of Field* with the Rabi of the Rabi remains (the term propor­
tional to x£). Comparing this with Eq 4.3a,4.3b it is clear that the triply dressed states will 
also provide a solution for the dynamics of this situation if it were to be pursued..
It is clear, then, that the interaction of the z polarised fields provide a rich set of dynamics, 
that can be intuitively understood, as well as being successfully theoretically modelled using 
the triply, and even higher, dressed state bases. A z polarised field interaction with the Rabi 
transition can be described as a cascade effect. Field* interacts with the Rabi transition, to 
produce the Rabi of the Rabi. It also interacts with that, producing Rabi'1, and then it interacts 
with that, producing Rabi4 and so on. These interactions can be observed experimentally to 
the fourth order, which implies the existence of quintuply dressed states. These could be 
successfully modelled by extending the theoretical ideas in this thesis. This modelling has been 
demonstrated to at least the triply dressed states, but it is clear it could be easily extended.
4 .4  D o u b ly  D riven  E P R  T ransition
So far, the experimental data has focused on the Rabi transition. As was explained in the 
theoretical analysis of the problem, interactions at the Rabi transition will also produce higher 
order interactions in the original transition. The original Mollow spectrum will be further split 
by the interaction of Field* with the Rabi transition. In this section, the EPR transition will be
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examined. Because of the hyperfine structure in the EPR transition (hyperfine structure which 
is quenched in the Rabi transition) it is much harder to get a clean signal with the apparatus 
for the EPR transition, however it was possible to at least illustrate the major points raised in 
the theoretical section, and to provide a good comparison with theoretical predictions.
The basic experiment is then to apply Fieldx to the bare transition, so that the probe 
absorption spectrum shows the standard Mollow spectrum. The second pump, Fieldz, is applied 
to the system via the second coil in the apparatus, and the effects on the probe absorption 
spectrum can be observed. The results are seen in Fig 4-8.
The semiclassical analytical theory as outlined in chapter 3 is used to generate the theoretical 
plots. In (i), the original EPR transition is shown. The right hand side of the peak is wider 
due to the hyperfine structure discussed earlier. Fieldx is applied between these two peaks 
(<5X ~  —3 MHz, f2x ~  10.5 MHz) to produce the standard AC Stark spectrum in (ii). Finally, 
Fieldz is applied to the z polarised coil, (Sz ~  —1 MHz, Qz ~  2.7 MHz) which results in 
the extra structure observable in (iii). As is well understood at this stage, this structure 
arises from transitions between the doubly dressed states. For instance, the transition at u p = 
ojx — ujz — Hz (the left-most peak in the spectrum) is due to transitions between the |a, n, m  — 1) 
and 1/3, n — 1 ,m) dressed states. Since in this scenario the population is higher in the |a ,n ,m ) 
dressed states, the transition is emissive in nature.
In Fig 4-9 the results of a further experiment are shown where Fieldz is scanned through the 
Rabi transition. The EPR resonance is at ~71 MHz, and Fieldx is applied with frequency of 76 
MHz (6X ~  — 5 MHz) and Rabi frequency \ x ~  7.5 MHz. This results in a Rabi transition at 
flx =  9 MHz. For this experiment, Fieldz is scanned through the Rabi transition from ujz = 8 
MHz through to u>z = 12 MHz, and the EPR dispersion spectrum is provided. Beneath the 
experimental trace, the analytical results are presented.
The theoretical results produce excellent agreement, except in the on-resonance case, at cjz = 
9 MHz, where clear signals are visible. This is a good example of the hyperfine structure causing 
spurious signals, as discussed at the beginning of the chapter. To understand this, examine the 
original EPR transition used in this experiment, Fig 4-10. Here, a clear hyperfine structure 
is seen. The three transitions are labelled as (i),(ii) and (iii). Below, a schematic diagram 
shows the relative positions of the Rabi transitions that would be independently generated by
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—  Expenment
—  Theory
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Probe Frequency (MHz)
Figure 4-8: The EPR x polarized probe absorption spectrum: (i) with no x or z pump fields 
where the shoulder on the high frequency side of the major resonance at 66 MHz is due to 
weaker hyperfine features at 68 and 70 MHz, (ii) with an x pump (6X ~  —3 MHz, Qx ~  10.5 
MHz) midway between the two weak hyperfine lines, (iii) x- plus z-polarized pump (6Z ~  — 1 
MHz, ~  2.7 MHz). The thick line gives the experimental results, and the thin line the 
theoretical results using the doubly dressed states for a single, homogeneously broadened EPR 
line. The extra structure in some of the features of the driven spectra is due to the neglected 
hyperfine lines.
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of experimental and theoretical dispersion plots for the EPR experiment 
where Fieldz is scanned through the Rabi frequency. EPR transition (t^ o =  71 MHz) is driven 
by Fields (wx =  76 MHz, \ x = 7.5 MHz) producing a Rabi transition at 9 MHz. Fieldz 
(Xz =  1-8 MHz) is scanned through the transition; (a) ujz = 8 MHz, (b) 9 MHz, (c) 10 MHz, 
(d) 11 MHz, (e) 12 MHz.
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these transitions, with their relative sizes. When Fieldz is on resonance with the largest Rabi 
transition (at 9 MHz), the EPR signal due to that transition is very small, as can be seen by 
the theoretical trace in Fig 4-9(b). However, Field- is now negatively detuned with respect to 
the smaller ‘hyperfine’ Rabi transitions labelled by (ii). Since the on resonance signal is so tiny, 
there is a significant signal generated at the EPR transition by this interaction as seen in Fig 
4-9(b). The rest of the time, the signal due to Fieldz interacting with the (i) Rabi transition 
dominates because of the relative sizes of the Rabi transitions.
Other features to note in the experiment are the pair of central peaks, which tend to be very 
well defined, and are clearly separated by 212z, which changes as the detuning of Fieldz changes 
as the field scans through the transition. Note the sign change in the spectrum as Fieldz goes 
from being positively detuned (6Z > 0) to negatively detuned (6Z < 0). This is due to the fact 
that the populations in the doubly dressed states shift from being predominantly in the upper 
state \ß,n,m)  to the lower state |a ,n ,m )  as expected from the theoretical treatments.
As can be seen, there is excellent agreement with theoretical predictions from the semiclas- 
sical model. Clearly, the emergence of the dressed states, and then the doubly dressed states, 
is predicted and observed. The hyperfine structure causes interference of the spectra near the 
resonance condition, both in the Rabi and EPR transitions.
4.5 Autler-Townes Spectra
As previously seen, there is hyperfine structure within the EPR transition. The hyperfine 
structure arises from Nuclear Magnetic Resonance transitions within the N-V centre. These 
transitions can be used as TLAs in themselves. While the NMR transitions do not them­
selves have the hyperfine structure that complicates the EPR signals, the Rabi signal cannot 
be directly observed, which does make the transition less useful than the EPR one for this 
experiment. They are however particularly useful for performing Autler-Townes type experi­
ments. Fig 4-11 shows the hyperfine structure of the EPR spin 0 state with the Autler Townes 
configuration indicated.
For the purposes of this experiment, it is quite difficult to generate the Rabi transition 
since it was found that in general, the NMR transition only has a very small permanent dipole
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EPR Absorption Spectrum 
(i)
5 6 7 8
frequency (x 10 Mhz)
Rabi transitions
9
Figure 4-10: At the top, the original, undriven, EPR probe absorption spectrum is shown, with 
the three main hyperfine levels indicated by dots, with frequencies of (i) 71 MHz, (ii) 73 Mhz 
and (iii) 75 MHz. The frequency of Field* in the experiment is indicated. Below, a schematic 
showing the relative positions of the Rabi transitions generated by each of the transitions (due 
to the differing detunings of Field*). The arrow indicates the on resonance Fields position 
(ojz =  9 Mhz).
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Probe
0.0 MHz
Figure 4-11: A schematic of the Autler Townes scenario for the hyperfine structure associated 
with the spin 0 EPR state. A pump field interacts with the 4.7 MHz transition, which is then 
probed via the 5.4 MHz transition.
moment. This was demonstrated by changing the static magnetic field within the cryostat, and 
it was observed that the NMR transition hardly moved, whereas the EPR transition exhibited 
large amounts of movement. However, by misaligning the static magnetic field with respect to 
the N-V centre’s axis of symmetry [61]-[62], sufficient mixing of the EPR states could induce 
enough of a permanent dipole moment to allow the experiment to proceed.
The results for the Autler Townes experiment are shown in Fig 4-12. Here, a resonant 
Fieldx is applied to the 4.7 MHz transition. The Rabi was not directly observable due to the 
high levels of noise that are present in the system at low frequencies, however it was measured 
(by the peak separation) to be 240 kHz. Field* was applied at this frequency, and the doubly 
dressed state splitting then became evident, with a measured Q* =  20 kHz. This provides a 
clear signal without being concerned with the hyperfine structure generating spurious signals, 
and it is clearly in-line with the fully quantum-mechanical calculation performed in Chapter 2.
The structure can easily be understood by referring to the doubly dressed energy level 
diagram for the Autler Townes scenario in section 2.5.2. Fieldx splits the original transition, 
and gives rise to the Rabi transition, which is then further split into the doubly dressed states 
by the addition of Field* to the Rabi transition. This experiment provides, once again, very 
clear evidence of the emergence of the doubly dressed states as postulated in the thesis, and
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NMR Autler Townes Spectrum
Probe frequency
Figure 4-12: The Autler-Townes probe absorption and dispersion spectra. In (A), the original 
transition at ~5.4 MHz is seen. An on resonance pump field is applied, with \ x  — 240 kHz in 
(B), causing the familiar Autler-Townes structure to emerge. Finally, Fields is applied to the 
Rabi transition with \ z =  20 kHz and the emergence of the doubly dressed states is then clear 
from (C).
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the spectra are in excellent agreement with the fully quantum mechanical results outlined in 
Chapter 2.
4.6  Sum m ary
In summary, this chapter presented the experimental results that have been produced in the 
EPR and NMR systems in the N-V Centre. The effects of doubly driving the system, with 
one Fieldz and one Fieldx have been demonstrated in the EPR, NMR and Rabi transitions, 
and all have been found to be in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions. Further 
interactions with the Rabi of the Rabi, Rabi3 and Rabi4 have been observed, via a cascaded 
effect where Field z interacts with multiple higher order resonances. Also a third pump field has 
been applied to the Rabi of the Rabi, which resulted in further splitting. This is evidence for 
the theoretically intuitive idea of triply, quadruply and quintuply dressed states, and there was 
a demonstration that the theoretical treatment outlined in the thesis could be easily extended 
to take into account these higher order interactions.
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Chapter 5
C onclusion
In this thesis, a new analysis of the doubly driven TLA is presented. It has been shown previ­
ously that when a driven TLA has a permanent dipole moment, a transition at the generalised 
Rabi frequency of Fieldx is present, and it can be probed by a z polarised field. This transition, 
the Rabi transition, behaves as a TLA in its own right. In fact, this new TLA can be driven by 
a Field2, and the probe absorption spectrum of this doubly driven system exhibits behaviour 
that is a natural extension of the standard TLA. Analytical analysis is possible if the doubly 
dressed states are introduced. These states, a natural extension of the well known singly dressed 
states, provide a powerful picture of the Rabi transition. Both the fully quantum mechanical 
and the semiclassical analysis are presented. Theoretical extensions could easily be applied to 
this theory, as demonstrated by the analysis at the end of chapter 2. Higher order interactions 
also became evident, and it was seen that Fieldz not only interacts with the Rabi transition, but 
it also interacts with the Rabi of the Rabi, Rabi3, Rabi4 and so on indefinitely. The theoretical 
framework could be easily extended to include these higher order interactions. Finally, the 
theoretical predictions were experimentally verified in the N-V Centre in diamond. Several ex­
periments were presented, including the doubly driven case as analysed in this thesis, and these 
showed excellent agreement with theoretical predictions. Also, a novel triply driven system was 
shown, where a third field drove the Rabi of the Rabi transition, and it was demonstrated that 
the concept of triply driven states might be able to model this situation successfully.
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Chapter 6
A ppendix - the com plete solution  
for the doubly driven TLA
In this appendix, the complete solution for the dynamics of the doubly driven atom is presented. 
In this case, as described in Chapter 3, one strong pump (Fields) is applied to the original 
transition and another pump, Field2, is applied to the Rabi transition produced by Fieldx. The 
results are broken down into two sections, firstly where the system is probed with a z polarised 
probe field, to provide the spectrum for the split Rabi transition. The second section presents 
the results for the x polarised probe field, to show the double splitting of the original transition.
6.1 z p o larised  probe field
The procedure to produce the probe absorption spectrum is well documented in Chapter 2. 
Here, the results will simply be presented. The probe absorption spectrum is given by
W 0,1 =  — sin 2 0 ^cos2 </>Pa/g,1L_11 — sin2 4>Pßal ^ - i  i + ~ sin
-  sin 20 sin2 4>p]^L^x +  cos2 (p p ^ L ^  -|- ^ sin 2(f)w1'1 L a ^  
+  cos 20 ( -  sin 2(f) (paßLö,i +  PßaL h )  +  cos 20 ^ O,1Lo,i)
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with the notation
Lk j — L (kco% “t- IcOp i  f2z)
=  L % “I- 6-^ p)
Of these 9 Lorentzians, only 5 are experimentally significant (i.e. where the Lorentzian peak 
is at a positive frequency). Those five Lorentzians are then:
L oren tzian W eight
L (ujp - ljz -  Qz) — sin 26 cos2 (f>p~ß'1
L {pip n^ z T 12z) sin 26 sin2 4>pß^1
L (pJp t-d z)  ^sin 2(jxw~1,1
L (pJp f2z) — cos 26 sin 2 (f>p^ ß
L (cdp) cos 2(fyw0’1
So it only remains to present these components-
Paß1 =  \ ia  Sin 26 (COs2 ~  Sin 2<t>PaßL
+za: cos 2# cos2 <j>p\I  (cos 24>L(—u)z — $lz) +  2 sin2 (f)L (—u;z))
Pßa'1 = sin 20 ( sin2 <t>wZ +  sin 24>PaßL (” ß *))
—i a cos 26 sin2 <f>p\\ (cos 2<f)L (ljz — Qz) — 2 cos2 <f)L (a>z)) 
re-1,1 =  ai — sm20p^g (La (tys) — zcos20Z,£> (fiz))
To;zcos20sin 24>p<y1 (sin2 (f)L ( — <jJ z  +  f2z) +  cos2 0L  (—u;z — fiz)) 
Paß — 2*a s in2</>cos20A cc (1 -  T L ( - ^ l z))
+  ^ zo!sin 2(f>^TAss sin2 (f> (L (—u>z) -  L ( ojz -  to2))
+ ^ ia  sin 20-^rAss cos2 0 ( L ( - ljz -  flz) -  L (cjz)) 
w0’1 = - i r | ( s i n 220Acc( L ( - n , ) - £ ( n z)))
- i r ~  A ss sin4 (j) (L (a;z -  Qz) -  L (~coz +  fiz))
- * r ^ a ss c o s4 </> (l (~u)z -  nz) -  l (loz +  nz))
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with the definitions
Acs =  cos 26 sin 2 9Weq 
A«, -  cos2 26Weq 
Ass =  sin2 26W eq
In Chapter 3, these rather complicated coefficients are considerably simplified. To calculate 
the absorption and dispersion spectra, it is then just a matter of taking the imaginary and real 
parts respectively of IT0,1.
6.2 x  polarised  p rob e field
The x polarised probe absorption spectrum is given by
PQge =  cos2 0 (™s2 <l>Paß 1 ~  sin2 <f)p^ ~ 1 +  ^  sin 2(inu1 “ 1 ^  
-  sin2 6 sin2 (f>p1^  +  cos2 </>p  ^+  ^ sin 2 
+  ^  sin 20 sin 2(f) 4- pJ/°^ + cos2<fnv1'°'j
which has 9 experimental Lorentzians
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L oren tz ian W eigh t
L  (^p ^ z  ^ 2 ) cos2 0 cos2 (f>Paß 1
L  (^p ojz “t- ^ 2 ) — cos2 0 sin2 4>plß ~ 1
L  ißp ^z) \  sin 2(f) cos2 0 w 1,-1
l  (fop i  Wj n z) sin2 0 sin2
L  (6p +  ojz 4~ fiz) — sin2 0 cos2
L  (6p 4- bJz) — ^  sin 2</>sin2 02c1,1
L(6p - n z) — 1 sin 2 6  sin 2(f) p ^ ß
l  (6P +  n z) — ^  sin 2 6  sin 2(f)p1^
L ( S P)  ^sin 2 6  cos 20m1,0
where the components are then equal to
1 ,-1
P a ß = 2— (cos2 0A° 4- sin 20D _1)
1 ,-1
P ß a = —2 ^  (cos2 0B° 4- sin20D ~1)*
1,1
P a ß = —2^  (sin2 9 B °  — sin 20T)1)
1,1
P ß a = 2~  (sin2 0A° - s h ^ D “ 1)*
1,0
P a ß = 2^  (sin 20D° 4- cos2 0A1 — sin2 0J3-1 )
o1’0 P  ß a - —2^  (sin20JD° — sin2 6 A l 4- cos2 0B -1 )*
IC1’-1 = —i ~  (sin20 s \ n 2 ( f ) E ~ 1 — 2 cos2 6 C °)
I C 1,1 = —2^  ^sin 20sin 2(f>E1 — 2 sin2 0 ((7°)*^
I C 1,0 = —2^  ^sin 20 sin 2(f)E° — 2 cos2 0(71 — 2 sin“
The components in these terms are given by
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co m p o n en t value
s in 2 0 cos2 (f)p\ 2 (L (—loz — f lz ) — L (—cvz ))
A 1 — sin 2 0 p 2^ (sin2 ( v z — fiz) +  cos2 0L  (o>2))
A 0 sin 2(t>PaßL ( ~ t t z ) -  cos2 0 W ^
B ~ 1 sin20p^2 (cos2 0L  (—cj2 — Q2) 4- sin2 0L  (—a>2))
B 1 — sin2 0 sin  2 (^z — fi2) — L (u;2))
B° sin Itpp^ßL ( ~ n z ) +  sin2
C ~ l — |  sin2 20pj2 (-^ ( —a;2 +  n*) — -L (—a;2 — S7Z))
C 1 Pj2 (cos4 <pL (loz +  f i2) — sin4 0L (a;z — Hz))
c ° Paß (cos2 0L (ftz) +  sin2 <t>L{-tiz ))
D ~ x p\  1 (cos 20 cos2 0L  (— u;z — fiz) +  ^ sin2 20L (—a;2))
D 1 —Pj2 (cos 20 sin2 0L  (cj2 — fiz) — ^ sin2 20L (u;2))
D° — sin 2(j)Wddn zL (—f2z)
E ~ l —p 2^ (sin2 0L  (—u>2 +  112) +  cos2 0L  (— u;z — fl2))
E 1 p\l  (cos2 0L  (cuz +  Qz ) +  sin2 0L (a;2 -  f2z))
E° - 2 i p eJßLD ( ü z )
The absorption and dispersion spectra can then  be derived from the imaginary and real 
parts respectively of pge.
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